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FOREWORD 

In November, 1976, the Circuit Court of DuPage County received a 

federal grant from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration for the 

purpose of studying and improving its jury system. The grant was for an 

18-month periof of time, and had a budget of $100,000.00. 

On June 1, 1977, near.l y seven months into the Jury Management 

Study, the project staff, having devoted full-time to this effort, made 

preliminary recommendations based upon the collection and analyses of 

a considerable body of information and data affecting jury selection and 

utilization. Specifically, these recommendations were concerned with 

the improvement of juror attitudes, as well as substantially reducing 

the high cost of operations in the jury system. Subsequently, certain 

of these recommendations were implemented. Automation was introduced 

to the Jury Commission Office, thereby eliminating seventeen of twenty-one 

manual opeartions and paving the way for a reorganization of the personnel 

within that department. Pertinent statutes were revised, enabling DuPage 

County to comply with Illinois law, without the unnecessary expenditure 

of $52,000.00 per year. Further, DuPage County's improved management 

practices and the application of monitoring and controlling techniques 

in the area of juror utilization allowed the court to realize an annual 

savings of $38,000.00, without adversely affecting the administration 

of justice in the court system. Approximately $12,000.00 of the project's~ 
,/ 
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funds were expended on the enlarging and remodeling of the Jury Lounge 

to relieve congestion. 

Many other aspects of the jury system were observed and analyzed and, 

revisions were made in existing practices and procedures. Documentation 

of the impact that t~ese changes have had on the DuPage County jury system 

is the focus of this final report. The status of each or the elements 

of the jury system prior to the study, the nature of recommendations 

for change, the extent to which the recommendations were adopted, the 

means and methods for implementing the desired changes, the effect of 

these changes on the performance of the jury system, and recommendations 

for future implementation are subjects which this final report will 

seek to address. 

v 



INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND 

In recent years, the jury system in the United States has been the 

target of considerable criticism. Some critics have characterized juries 

as anachronisms in new streamlined, modern systems of justice. They 

question whether the jury is a necessary part of the system. 

Undeniably, juries are expensive, time consuming~ and difficult to 

manage. Many people are reluctant to serve as jurors with good reason. 

Jury duty can be boring, unrewarding, and a financial hardship to many. 

Some persons called for service never have the opportunity to serve on 

a panel. Many trials last only one or two days, but there are rare cases 

which last for weeks or months and may require sequestration during 

the course of the trial and deliberations. 

As a result of criticism and several important Supreme Court decisions, 

the jury has undergone some marked changes. Supreme Court decisions 

as to the scope of the right to jury trial, especially as to how it 

relates to petty crimes, the size of juries, and unanimous versus non-unanimous 

decisions, have brought some changes in the system. In addition to 

these new constitutional interpretations, there have been changes 

in the jury process as developed and managed by the trial courts 

themselves. These changes have occurred in the following areas: 

" 
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1. The development of a general source list of prospective 

jurors; 

2. The selection of an active list of prospective jurors; 

3. The selection of a panel of prospective jurors; 

4. The procedures during the trial; and, 

5. The role of the court in administering the system. 

Involved in these changes is the use of computers~ the development of 

information profiles, the length and term of service and others. 

Aware of these trends, the Circuit Court of DuPage County, in 

the fall of 1976, applied for a special grant and was successful in 

obtaining funding from the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration of the 

United States Department of Justice in the amount of $100,000 to 

conduct an eighteen month study project of its jury selection and 

utilization systems. 

As a condition of the grant, an Advisory Task Force Committee, 

consisting of nine members, was appointed by the Circuit Court for thp. 

purpose of developing policy for the Jury Management Project. This committee 

included a member of the local Court Watcher team, a Court Administrator from 

another circuit, a former juror, a local mayor, a former Jury Commissioner, 

~ member of the General Assembly, a member of the DuPage County Bar, a 

representative of the Administrative Office of the Illinois Courts
J 

and 
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a technologist for project evaluations. The Project's progress was revie,y.Te(!.> 

and evaluated by the Task Force Committee at regular monthly meetings. 

The Jury Management Project hosted four demonstration conferences, 

which were held at each of the downstate Appellate Court Districts: 

Mt. Vernon, Princeton, Rockford and Springfield. The purpose 

of these conferences was to "spread the news" concerning DuPage County's 

jury system, as well as to transfer technology, where possible, to the 

102 counties in Illinois. 

From all indications, the Jury Management Study Project in the 

18th Judicial Circuit has been very successful. Progress 

has been made in the more efficien~ use of both human and financial 

resources in DuPage County. In addition, study techniques and 

implementation of changes to bring about a more effective and efficient 

jury system hJve been shared with other County and Circuit Court personnel 

throughout the State. 

The Jury Management Project in DuPage County had been ambitious 

in its activities and frugal in the use of grant monies. Consequently, 

a six month extension was requested and approved, without provision for 

additional grant monies. This period of time was necessary in order 

to complete the study, to monitor changes, to share information and 

forms, to assist other courts in bringing about changes, and, finally, to 

document an applicable and useful final report for other jurisdictions. 
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I. COURT GOALS AND SCOPE OF STUDY 

Because the ability of the Circuit Court of DuPage County to administer 

justice is largely dependent upon the quality of the jury system which serves 

it, the Chief Judge of the 18th Judicial Circuit concluded that existing 

jury management practices 2nd procedures should be evaluated to determine 

how well they met the needs of the court and the community. It had been 

determined that a jury system should provide for qualified jurors to be 

identified by random selection from sources furnishing a representative 

cross-section of the community. Similarly, the judges were convinced 

that good management of the jury system, under the central authority of 

the court, was essential since good management of the jury system would 

require that all of its interrelated parts be considered as one entity 

and coordinateq to achieve the following objectives: 

1. Maximum responsiveness of the jury system to court needs; 

2. A positive attitude of citizens toward the jury system; 

3. Minimum economic burden on the individual juror; and, 

4. Minimum community costs. l 

It was with these objectives and considerations in mind that the Chief 

Judge of the 18th Judicial Circuit sought to obtain a federal grant to 

1 G. Thomas Munsterman and William R. Pabst, Jr., A Guide to Jury System 
Management, December, 1975. 
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fund a project designed to study and improve the jury system. 

A. Purpose and Goals of the LEAA-Funded Study 

As stated in the project narrative, the broad purpose of the Jury 

Management Study and Demonstration Project was to enhance the justice 

system in DuPage County by providing the resources necessary to examine 

and recommend improvements in the juror selection and utilization techniques 

presently employed. Secondly, the creation of the project was to establish 

this Circuit Court as a "demonstration model," providing .om experimental 

environment from which observations were drawn in qualitative and 

quantitative terms for the edification of those actively involved in 

judicial systems throughout Illinois and the nation. 

Specifically, the Jury Management Study and Demonstration Project 

was designed in such a manner as to enable the court to examine current 

juror selection and utilization practices in its court, recommend 

improvements for the overall jury system within this circuit, and 

relate the nature of and types of successes and improvements made to 

other jurisdictions. 

B. Scope of the LEAA-Funded Study 

In the project narrative, the Circuit Court of DuPage County was 
" 
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described as a mUlti-faceted organization, and it was suggested that its 

smooth operation was dependent upon the application of sound, effective 

management principles and practices. It was stated that the Circuit Court 

responsible for serving DuPage County was composed of 25 judges, ten 

Circuit Judges and fifteen Associate Judges. The narrative explained that 

ten of these judges were responsible for operating the jury trial 

courts in the 18th Judicial Circuit. It was observed that over a one 

year period, approximately 42 jury weeks had been divided into two-week 

jury terms. Although the juror selection and jury management system fell 

under the direction and supervision of the Circuit Court judges, it was 

noted that the juror selection process was the specific responsibility 

of the three Jury Commissioners and their staff. 

As the result of the grant awarded by the Law Enforcement Assistance 

Administration, the Jury Management Project was activated on November 10, 

1976, at which time the project staff began to study the Circuit Court's 

present jury system operations to ascertain whether better methods of 

juror management and utilization could be realized. In so doing, the 

project was to address nine different elements of a typical jury system, 

all within an IS-month period of time. 

C. Methodolog,:y 

As mentioned above, for the purpose of studying the operation of the 

~ DuPage County jury system, nine elements were considered. These nine jury 
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system elements included the following topics for consideration; 

1. Selection Methods: Defined as source lists, qualification 

methods and costs, and summoning methods and costs. 

2. Responsiveness to Court Needs: Defined as number of 

jurors needed, judge waits, and voir dire information. 

3. Jury Service Methods: Defined as enrollment procedures, 

voir dire/courtroom information, and juror utilization costs. 

4. Randomness: Defined as the number of dr~ws, size of 

lists, and the order of lists. 

5. Cost and Conditions: Defined as terms of service, fees, 

loss of income, repetition of service, and costs. 

6. Citizen Awareness: Defined as citizen information, 

juror problems, and juror comfort. 

7. Paper Work: Defined as the amounts, repetition, necessity, 

and cost. 

8. Statutes: Defined.as organization, evaluation, and 

examination of identified impediments. 

9. Ju~'y System Plan: Defined as the jury system operation 

and responsibilities. 

Methods of study for the nine element areas were employed by the 
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Jury Management Project through the use of two publications, A Guide to 

Juror Usage,2 and A Guide to Jury System Management. 3 These methods were 

based on the classic scientific approach: 1) definition of study and st~dy 

methods; 2) collection of data; 3) analysis and generalization of data based 

on recognized distributions; 4) formulation of hypotheses concerning the 

problems; and 5) corrective action toward some determined goal based on the 

indicated hypotheses. The methods presented in the Guides pertained to 

every aspect of DuPage County's jury system. Forms were provided or 

developed for the col18ction of data, and methods for data analysis were 

given, along with national norms or standards against which the indices or 

court statistics could be compared, as well as suggestions for normative 

or corrective action. 

Timetables for completion of each aspect of the demonstration project 

were set. As an end result, the Jury Management Project distributed 

equal portions of emphasis on the following areas: 

Study phase 

Analysis phase 

Implementation phase 

Demonstration phase 

Evaluation phase 

2 
G. Thomas Munsterman and William R. Pabst, Jr., A Guide to Juror 

Usage, December, 1974. 

3G. Thomas Munsterman and William R. Pabst, Jr., A Guide to Jury 
System Management, December, 1975. 
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In order to properly address each of these areas, the original 

eighteen month period of study was extended to a tot_<:t_1. Clf twe?ty-

four months, thereby increasing the project's abili~y to continue 

monitoring and evaluating the performance of the new jury system, 

by six months. 

D. Initial Findings and the Need 
For Assistance 

The ultimate objective of DuPage County's jury system was to insure 

that, as specified by the 6th Amendment, the right to trial by a fair and 

impartial jury be forever available for those citizens who may require it. 

Although the existence of this right was realized by most citizens, prior 

to this study the comprehension of the many management related tasks necessary 

for supplying the representative impartial jury was lacking. 

As seen by the 18th Judicial Circuit, the specific charge of the Jury 

Management Project was to develop a defensible, improved jury system 

providing maximum responsibility to the court and criminal justice system, 

with a minimum cost and burden upon the community. The Jury Management 

Project realized this goal and today, under an improved jury system, the 

quality and total number of potential jurors available for call consistently 

conforms with the needs of the court. This result has been accomplished. 

by the application of modern jury system management technology, as presente~ 
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in the Guides. Furthermore, while these Guides, in particular, present 

technology which may be universally applied and are for use by all courts, 

they and other studies recognize, after examining the area of jury system 

management in many specific courts, that while similarities exist, there 

are great variations in the courts and jury systems in our 

country. DuPage County's jury system was no exception and. 

because of the specific problems and structure of this court, it was learned 

that no individual system known could have been transplanted into DuPage 

County with any expected success. As a consequence, th~ practices and 

procedures adopted by the DuPage County Court represented a customized 

product, which was neither a standard package nor a new and untried 

creation. 

Through this experience, DuPage County has gained considerable 

benefit from the success of the Jury Management Project, and it is now 

in a position to offer many lessons for forthcoming installations in 

similar jurisdictions in Illinois and the United States, at large. 

In the pages which follow, an attempt is made to explain how the Jury 

~anagement Project applied all of the existing technology to improve the 

operations of the jury system in the 18th Judicial Circuit, and. at the same 

time, to study the means by which the existing technology could be extended 

to serve the purposes of the court and of the community. For each of the nine 

elements studied, a description of findings, recommendations and results is 

presented. 



II. ELEMENT 1 - SELECTION METHODS 

One of the nine elements of the jury system addressed by the Jury 

Management Project was "Selection Methods." This element of the study 

encompasses: 1) the development and maintenance of source lists; 2) 

the methods for qualifying prospective jurors; 3) the adequacy of yields; 

and, 4) the costs associated with the selection processes. 

A. Source Lists 

Findings: 

The Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 78, Section 25, provides 

as follows: 

"The said [jury] commissioners upon entering upon 

the duties of their office, and every four years 

thereafter, shall prepare a list of all legal 

voters of the county possessing the necessary 

legal qualifications for jury duty, to be known as 

a jury list.,,4 

Legal opinions concerning the interpretation of the phrase "all 

4The methods to be used in the selection of jurors in the various 
Circuit Courts throughout the State of Illinois are identified in Chapte~ ~ 
78 of the Illinois Revised Statutes, with an additional, supplemental 
direction generally found in the local Rules of Court for each Circuit. 
The 18th Judicial Circuit Court of DuPage County functions under the 
regulations of the statutes as they pertain to single-county circuits, 
with the Jury Commission and the local Rules of Court. 

8 
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legal voters of the county ll have not been consistent as to whether this 

includes only the registered voters of the county, or those who are 

eligible to register. DuPage County, historically, had used the voter's 

registration list as the only source list. The estimated County population 

of persons 18 years old and older for 1975 was 352,300. Voter registration 

statistics indicated that 90.8% of these persons were registered to vote. 

The Rules of Court for the 18th Judicial Circuit, DuPage County, Illinois, 

were revised on September 1, 1977. These revisions contained no regulations 

concerning the source list from where the active juror list is drawn. 

This does not appear to be a problem in DuPage County, since there are 

no are~s where the percentage of registered voters is very low. 

Recommendations and Results: 

Because the project goal was to have 85% of the population 18 years 

and above on the source list, and the voter's registration list appeared 

to be a cross-section of DuPage County residents legally qualified 

to serve as jurors, it was recommended that the source list 

continue to be the voter's registration list. It was further recommended 

that the draw from this list shall be under the supervision of the Jury 

Commission, the Chief Judge, and the Clerk of the Circuit Court, as prescribed 

by law, supplemented by Administrative Court Orders. These recommendations 

were adopted for implementation. 
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Further, the staff of the Jury Management Project reviewed the processes 

used by the Jury Commissioners and made the following recommended changes 

to conform with the statutes: 

1. The names of prospective jurors should be selected by the Jury 

Commission at random from the general list in the following manner: 

a. The total number of names on the general list should be 

divided by the number of names to be placed on the 

active list; 

b. The names taken from the general list for the active list 

must not be less than 5% of the aggregate thereof; 

c. The whole number nearest the quotient shall be the high 

number of the range to be used in selecting the key number 

which shall be determined by random method of drawing 

the numbers one to the high number, both inclusive; 

d. The required number of names shall then be selected from 

the general list by taking, in order, the first name on 

this list corresponding to the starting or key number, and 

then, successively, the names appearing on the general 

list at intervals equal to the key number; 
• 
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e. After the general list has been arranged by towns and 

precincts, the count shall run continuously, rather than 

starting over with each town or precinct. 

These recommendations were approved and implemented by the Jury 

Commissioners on March 31, 1978. 

B. Qualification Me~hods and Yields 

Findings: 

Prior to the study, an active list of jurors was developed by random 

draw from the voter's registration list, as required by law and the Rules 

of the Circuit Court of the 18th Judicial Circuit. From this active list 

of jurors, the Jury Commissioners, by random draw, mailed qualification 

questionnaires to prospective jurors. The number to be drawn and the date 

of mailings were determined by Administrative Order of the Chief Judge. 

Accompanying the questionnaires which were mailed to prospective jurors 

was a request for each to appear on a Saturday morning for a personal 

interview. Upon the requested appearance date, a prospective juror would 

be interviewed by a Jury Commissioner and either qualified or disqualified. 

The qualifying yield for 1975 was 35.9%; for 1976, 33.7% and 33.1% 

, for the first six months of 1977. Approximately two-thirds of those drawn 
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were disqualified and only one-third were qualified. 

Recommendations and Results: 

It was recommendeu that the practice of conducting the personal 

interviews be discontinued. The Jury Commissioners accepted this recommend

ation, on a trial basis. It "was also recommended that excusals due to hardsflips 

and inconveniences should be decreased by reducing the term of service 

from two weeks to one week and by developing a deferral procedure which 

would allow prospective jurors to select a week to serve anytime within the 

next twelve months, (with the priviledge to request two deferrals if the 

first selection was not satisfactory). It was suggested that this 

additional recordkeeping should require little clerk time, if properly 

computer programmed. 

The project goal for the qualification yield was to exceed 40%. After 

computerizing the jury selection process, amending the statutes to 

provide for a shorter term of service, eliminating the personal interview 

and adopting new policies regarding excusals, deferrals, etc., the 

qualification yield for the period November 7, 1977 through July 31, 1977 

was 49%. 

C. Summoning Yields 

Findings: 

The summoning yield under the old jury system provided the courts 
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in 1975, with 63.1% of those prospective jurors summoned from the qualified 

list. In 1975, the summoning yield was 61.7% and for the period January 1, 

1977 to August 15, 1977, the summoning yield was 66.4%. 

Recommendations and Results: 

The changes as identified in the above section on j l~ry qualifying 

methods and yields also affected the summoning yield. It was recommended 

that another dimension be added at this time; that is, the process of 

excusal and deferral requests by prospective jurors after having received a 

summons being centralized under the responsibility of the Court Administrator. 

As a result of the new jury system, the summoning yield for the pel'iod 

November 7, 1977 through July 31, 1978 was 67%. The combined yield 

resulting from changes in the qualifying process and summoning of jurors 

increased from 22.4% in 1976 and 20% in 1977, to 33% in 1978. 

D. Costs 

Findings: 

The costs involved in the selection, enrollment and orientation of 

prospective jurors was very difficult to ascertain, due to the fact that 

several departments were involved and budgets did not clearly reflect 

juror selection costs. However, the project staff estimated, from available 
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sources, a cost of $24.65a for each juror who was made available to the 

court in 1976. This figure did not include management costs and juror 

fees after reporting for service. 

Recommendations and Results: 

It was recommended that the statute be changed to eliminate the need 

for personal service of juror summons and allow for the use of certified 

mail. It was recommended that automation of the jury system be expanded 

and that the Jury Commission Office staff be reorganized. It should also 

be noted that a reduction in the jury term of service from two weeks to 

one week had resulted in a need to double the number of jurors enrolled to 

serve; consequently, total dollar cost to the government has experienced 

little change. However, the shorter term of service brought about a higher 

yield ~a better cross-section of the citizens eligible to serve in the 

county) and an improved attitude of those selected because hardship and 

inconvenience have been reduced and modified. 

The cost of making a juror available in 1978 did not exceed $14.00, 

and the preliminary budget for 1979 indicates a cost of approximately 

$12.00 per juror. b 

aBased on costs of mailing questionnaires, personal service of summons 
by the Sheriff ($14.55 ea.), and mailing of summons by certified mail ($l.l~ ea.) 

b 
Based on new costs due to change in statute which provided service of 

summons via first class mail ($.13 ea.). 



III. ELEMENT 2 -- RESPONSIVENESS TO COURT NEEDS 

Element 2 of the study confronted the degrees of IIResponsiveness 

to Court Needs. 1I Specifically, areas discussed in this section deal 

with: 1) court records containing the number of jurors needed; 2) 

trial data for panel requests and panel size; and, 3) trial. problems 

such as time of panel starts, judge waits, and voir dire information. 

Additionally, juror productivity in the 18th Judicial Circuit is 

reported in the form of a diagram in this section, along with a chart 

depicting the times of panel starts in the Circuit COUi:->t. 

A. Number of Jurors Needed 

Findings: 

The 18th Judicial Circuit utilized the jury pool technique. This method 

allowed for a "sharing" of lurors by all trial ludges in the Circuit Court. 

and originally operated in the following manner. 

On the first Monday morning of the two-week term of jury service, 

prospective jurors were enrolled, greeted by the Chief Judge, given 

instructions by the Jury Supervisor and left to await calls for jury demands. 

There was virtually no way of determining the number of jurors who would 

report for service on any given jury date. Furthermore, those prospective 

jurors who were expected to report for service according to the Jury 

15 
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Commission Office records, but did not report for one reason or another-

were not treated or considered in any special manner, such as a follow 

up telephone call. Simply, prospective jurors not reporting for service 

were lost to the system. 

In this regard, perhaps the state of the old jury system as previously 

employed by DuPage County becomes clear. Not only could the Circuit 

Court expect to enroll anywhere from 80 to 120 prospective jurors on a part-

icular Monday morning, but more importantly, those persons, once enrolled, could 

expect to report for service on each day of their two-week term, whether 

or not there were any jury trials either in progress or anticipated to 

begin. 

The Jury Management Project conducted a study of juror productivity 

in relation to the respective needs of the Circuit Court. During the 

jury weeks in December, 1976 through March, 1977, juror productivity 

("as seen as ranp;ing anyvlhere from 10% productive to 84('j l!roductive. The 

avera~e juror utilization for this period, however, was 1}6%. 

Recommendations and Results: 

Recognizing the immediate need to increase juror productivity, the 

project staff recommended a goal which was to have an average of more than 

60% of the jurors' time classified as "productive" and less than 40% of 

the jurors' time classified as "waiting." 

\. 
\, 
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In order to achieve the goal of greater than 60% juror utilization, 

recommendations were made in the following areas. 

1. Elimination of the jury pool on Fridays; 

2. The development of a system by the trial judges that would help 

to equalize the need for jurors as to the days of the week; 

3. The implementation of a juror telephone call-in system for 

extra jurors when needed; 

4. A systematic method for judges to request a tentative number of 

jurors for the following day; 

5. Determination of the time of jury starts; 

6. Determination of the size of panels requested; and, 

7. Determination of and monitoring the times that prospective 

jurors report to the jury pool. 

A graphic representation of DuPage County1s juror productivity for 

the year 1977 and the period of January through June, 1978, appears on 

the following page and shows an improvement in productivity after changes 

had been implemented. 
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B. Panel Requests 

Findings: 

Throughout the life of the Jury Management Project, monthly activity 

reports were maintained in order to alert the project staff and the Circuit 

Court of any unusual happenings which could adversely affE"ct juror 

productivity. In so doing, the Jury Management Project confirmed that 

the jury pool could, in all likelihood, be eliminated on Fridays, since, 

during the period of November 29, 1976 through June 17, 1977, of the 132 

panels requested, only four were requested on a Friday. To date, Mondays, 

Tuesdays and Wednesdays continue to contain the majority of jury beginnings. 

Recommendations and Results: 

To further improve upon juror productivity, the Chief Judge issued 

Administrative Order 77-23, in conjunction with the recommendation of 

the Jury Management Fpoject concerning the above-mentioned areas of study. 

Administrative Order 77-23 provided for all trial judges to continue to 

notify the Chief Judge of an anticipated lengthy trial, or one which 

required an unusually large panel of jurors. Further, through this order, 

all judges were to provide the Jury Supervisor with a list of anticipated nEeds 

for the following week. A copy of this order appears on page 20. 

As expected, the results achieved from the implementation of 

Administrative Order 77-23 were positive. The information provided by 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS 

SS 
COm~TY OF DU PAGE 

IN THE CIRCUIT COURT OF THE 18TH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 

DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

ADMINISTRATIVE ORDER NO. 77 - 23 

The COURT, having been duly advised in the premises and recognizing the need 

to increase juror productivity, prevent judges from waiting for jurors, minimize the 

cost of juries and establish an adequate ratio between the number of jurors in the 

pool to the number of jurors needed by the court, GEORGE W. UNVERZAGT, as Chief 

Judge, does HEREBY ORDER: 

FIRST: All trial judges continue to notify the Chief Judge of an 
anticipated lengthy trial and/or a trial requiring an unusually 
large panel. 

SECONDLY: All trial judges provide the Jury Director (Margarette Handbury) 
each Friday with a list of anticipated needs for the following 
week on the form set out below which is made a part hereof: 

ANTICIPATED JURY PANEL NEEDS 

Jury panel size will be 24 unless otherwise specified 

WEEK OF ________ , 19 ___ by JUDGE ____________ _ 

No jury trials anticipated this week (check box if 
applicable) . 

Number of jury trials scheduled to start this week (circle 
applicable number) . 

A.M. P.M. 
Monday I 2 3 4 I 2 3 
Tuesday I 2 3 4 1 2 3 
Wednesday I 2 3 4 1 2 3 
Thursday I 2 3 4 1 2 3 
Friday 1 2 3 4 I 2 3 

This information to be filed with Margarette Handbury each 
Friday preceding a jury week. 

THIRDLY: All trial judges make a preliminary panel request for the next day by 
phone or memorandum to the Jury DL:ector (Margarette Handbury) before 
4:00 P.M. 

ENTER: 
DATED: 
Wheaton, Illinois 

GEORGE W. UNVERZAGT, Chief Judqe 
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the judges as to their projected needs was necessary in order to realize 

an improvement in juror utilization. Furthermore, as a result of the 

information provided to the Jury Supervisor by the judges regarding their 

anticipated need for jurors, early dismissal of jurors on a daily basis 

had been experienced. (See Section XIV for specific forms used.) 

C. Panel Size 

Findings: 

While the average size of the panel furnished by specific request of 

the individual trial judges for all trials held in the 18th Judicial Circuit 

Court had been determined by the Jury Hanagement Project to be 28, the 

actual number of jurors needed for voir dire averaged 20. These figures 

were representative for the months of January, 1977 through July, 1978, 

and included those panels which were called, but not used. 

Recommendations and Results: 

Generally, panels of prospective jurors were delivered to a courtroom 

in groups of 24, in accordance with Administrative Order 77-23, unless 

otherwise requested by a judge, at which time smaller or larger panels 

were delivered to the courtroom, as requested. 
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D. Time of Panel Starts and Judge Waits 

Findings: 

For several months, it had been the general impression of the project 

staff that the most frp.Clw~nt time of day for a panel start was in the 

vicinity of 10:30 A.M. A brief examination of this area by the Jury 

Management Project, however, in early 1978, revealed that the time of 

most panel starts was at approximately 2:00 P.M. An illustration of this 

discovery is recognized on page 23 and was attributed to the judges 

who operated the misdemeanor courts. These IIbackll courts were known for 

their voluminous caseloads. Furthermore, as the number of prospective 

j~rors available for voir dire began to decrease with the increasing 

number of jury demands, the misdemeanor courts placed second to any 

Judge Vlho requested a panel of jurors in order to begin a felony or 

civil trial. 

As previously stated, until the establishment of the Jury Management 

Project, administrative procedures with regard to juror productivity 

and utilization were poor. Therefore, Vlith a means for determining the 

number of jurors reporting for service on any given jury date being non

existent, judge waits resulted. 
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Recommendations and Results: 

The goal set by the Jury Management Project concerning judge waits 

was not to exceed an average of one per year per judge. Having ten 

courtrooms, the Circuit Court of DuPage County should not exceed ten judge 

waits per year. In achieving this goal while maintaining the necessary 

amount of control over possible judge waits, attention was given to the 

follm"ing areas: 

1. The time of jury starts, considering both the day of week and 

the time of day; 

2. The size of panels called; 

3. Preparation for anticipated lengthy and/or large trials; 

4. A pool size which was more responsive to cour·t needs; and, 

5. A more efficient system of recording attendance and preparation 

of pellets for panel draws. 

Regular intervals of monitoring juror utilization in DuPage County, 

via data collection forms,5 served to correct the problem of judge waits. 

For example, unlike the first two quarters of the Jury Management Project 

(January, 1977 through June, 1977) which produced a total of eight 

judge waits ~hree of which lasted one-half day each), in the year which 

5Specific forms used by the Jury Management Project in the collection 
of data can be found in Section XIV of this report. 
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followed (July, 1977 through .July, 1:378) only four judge waits were 

noted. Two of -these waits were so insignificant that times were not 

recorded. 

E. Voir Dire Information 

Findings: 

DuPage County considered the length of voir dire time to be a deter-

minant in jury usage, insofar as obtaining proper pool size. Therefore, it 

had been an issue of special concern to the Jury Management Project. The 

longer the voir dire time, the more likely the chance that other voir dires 

would overlap. This, in turn, placed a large demand on the jury pool as 

jurors who were challenged or not reached returned to the pool at a 

slower rate. 

In general, the voir dire process practiced in the 18th Judicial 

Circuit Court was classified as the State5 method. Under this method, 

jurors were questioned, beginning with basic questioning by the judge, 

as well as a brief statement of the case particulars. Attorneys were 

then permitted to question the jurors, four at a time, under the judge's 

supervision. A problem with this method was discovered as the project 

staff noted that identical questioning of jurors by the judge, plaintiff 

attorney and defense attorney was taking place. 

5G. Thomas Munsterman and William R. Pabst, Jr., A Guide to Jury 
System Management, December, 1975. 
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Recommendations and Results: 

During the first quarter of the Jury Management Project, reporting 

jurors were asked to complete an updated questionnaire which contained 

the most current information available about each person. The completed 

"juror profile" was then provided for voir dire use, on an experimental 

basis, in one of the ten jury trial courtrooms in DuPage County. This 

confidential information was given to the presiding judge, and to the defense 

and prosecuting attorneys in the case. The purpose of this "juror pro~ 

file" process was to determine its usefulness in reducing the time spent 

in selecting a trial jury. Opinions solicited from both attorneys and 

judge"s indicated this process as being useful in speeding up the voir dire. 

For example, the duplication of questions asked by attorneys and judges 

was eliminated. Since the voir dire is a very costly process for both 

the taxpayers and the litigants, the time thus conserved becomes very 

important. 

As a result of this experiment, information sheets were mailed to 

each prospective juror, along with the jury SUlnmons. Prospective jurors 

were instructed to complete this form and return it at the time of their 

reporting for jury service. At that time, the Jury Commission Office 

xeroxed and assembled the packages for courtroom use. Three sets of the 

juror profile package were delivered to the courtl"oom with each panel, 

consisting only of the profile sheets of those jurors on the panel. A copy 

of the confidential juror profile sheet appears on the following page. 



NAME RES. PHONE JUROR NO. DATE 

ADDRESS TOWN DO YOU OWN REAL ESTATE? YES NO -- --
PLACE OF BIRTH DATE OF BIRTH MARITAL STATUS YEARS OF RESIDENCE 

IN ILLINOIS IN DU PAGE CTY. -- ---, 
YOUR OCCUPATION YOUR PRESENT EMPLOYER AND BUSINESS ADDRESS 

I 
YRS. 

I 
NAME OF SPOUSE 

SPOUSE'S OCCUPATION MEMBERS uF YOUR FAMILY RESIDING 
AT HOME: 

NAI~E AGE 
SPOUSE'S PRESENT EMPLOYER l. 

2. 
HAVE YOU EVER SERVED ON A JURY? 

3. ---NO YES WHEN -- -- 4. 
WHERE 

HAVE YOU OR ANY MEI4BER OF YOUR IMMEDIATE HAS A CLAIM FOR PERSONAL INJURY EVER BEEN MADE AGAINST YOU OR HAVE YOU 
FAmLY BEEN A PARTY TO ANY LAW SUIT? EVER HADE ANY CLAIM FOR PERSONAL INJURY? 

NO YES WHEN YES NO IF SO, WHEN AND IN WHAT COURT? -- -- -- --
~IHERE 

ARE YOU RELATED TO OR CLOSE FRIENDS WITH ANY LAW ENFORCEI4ENT OFFICER? DO YOU DRIVE AN AUTOMOBILE? 

YES NO YES NO -- --" -- --

THE FOREGOING INFORMATION MADE BY ME IS TRUE AND CORRECT TO THE BEST OF MY KNOWLEDGE AND BELIEF. 
CIRCUIT COURT OF TIlE 18TH JUDIC£AL CIRCUIT 

Du Page County. illinois 

PLEASE BRING THIS COMPLETED FORM WITH YOU WHEN YOU REPORT FOR JURY SERVICE. 



IV. ELENENT 3 - JURY SERVICE METHODS 

Element 3, "Jury Service Methods," entails a revieVl of specific 

court operations Vlhich include: 1) enrollment procedures for 

jurors; and, 2) orientation process for jurors. Other concerns discussed 

in this section are trial and jury pool data including: 1) utilization 

of jurors' time; 2) the number of trials anticipated and trials held by 

days of the Vleek; 3) a graph of the juror usage index as calculated for 

the 18th Judicial Circuit; and, 4) a graph of the monthly average of 

people brought in for trial in DuPage County. Furthermore, a juror 

utilization summary for the year 1977 and the period January through 

July, 1978 appears in this section. 

A. Enrollment Procedures 

Findings: 

Initially, the enrollment of jurors in the 18th Judicial Circuit, 

took place at one end of a croVlded hallVlay on the second floor of the 

Courthouse. The jurors Vlere then individually expected to find the 

courtroom Vlhere the Chief Judge delivered an orientation message. From 

this point, approximately fifteen minutes later, the entire group VIas 

escorted to the Jury Lounge Vlhere they Vlere greeted and further instructed 

by the Jury Supervisor. 

28 
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The daily recording of attendance for jurors' fees was observed by 

the project staff as requiring approximately 20 hours of Jury Commission 

clerk time per week. Originally, jurors carried cares which were given 

to the Jury Commission clerk on a daily basis and placed over an offic8 

copy of the same card, which was then punched. 

Recommendations and Results: 

The establishment of a new juror enrollment procedure eliminated 

the confusion and cramped style previously experienced under the old 

system. Jurors were taken out of a main corridor of the Courthouse and 

instructed, instead, to report to courtroom 203 on the first day of 

service. This process resulted in added proficiency and efficiency by 

the staff while "signing-in" jurors. In addition, the time of reporting 

on the first day of service was changed from 9:30 A.M. to 9:00 A.M., 

thus allowing adequate time for an orientation message from the judge, 

prior to the convention of court for the day. 

A new method for recording juror attendance was developed by the 

Jury Hanagement Project, and was referred to as a jUl~or "sign-in" system. 

(See Exhibit 3-A.) Specifically, the new juror attendance card required 

that individual jurors report to the Jury Lounge each morning and sign-in. 

In some cases, such as those instances where a juror was ordered to report 

directly to a courtroom while serving on a trial, the attendance card 

was taken by the Jury Supervisor to that courtroonl where individual 
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signatures were ol(Jtained. 

From this card, the attendance and mileage information was fed 

directly into the computer which tallied the per diem and mileage, produced 

a juror pay register for the County Auditor and Treasurer, and printed 

each juror's pay check (see Exhibit 3-B for a sample of the juror pay 

check). The sign-in attendance cards ,.;ere monitored by the Jury Supervisor, 

thereby reducing the amount of recording time by Jury Commission cler~s 

from twenty to five hours per week. 

B. Orientation Process 

A cursory review of the Jury Exit Qw~stionnaire7 results indicated 

that the judge's orientation message and -:he Jury Supervisor's instrucJ.:ions 

were adequate and well received by prospective jurors. HOI.;ever, questionnaire 

results also indicated that jurors had sone difficulty in recalling the 

information provided to them. A Juror Handbook was distributed to each 

prospective juror for this reason, although the information contained 

within this booklet eventually became outdated. 

While researching this matter, however, the Jury Management Project 

was advised that the Administrative (,ffice of the Illinois Courts had 

7See Exit Questionnaire results, Exhibit 3-C. 
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revised its juror handbook. A sample copy of this booklet was provided 

(see Exhibit 3-D) and, subsequent to approval by the Chief Judge, an orner 

was placed for additional copies of the handbook, which was thereafter 

adopted for use in DuPage County. 

Recommendations and Results: 

During the first quarter of the Jury Management Project, project 

staff recommended that consideration be given to the purchase of audio

visual equipment in order to augment -jury orientation and other court 

activities within the 18th Judicial Circuit. PursuanT tc thIs recommendation, 

video tape equipment was loaned to DuPage County by the Administrative 

Office of the Illinois Courts. Shortly thereafter, proj ect staff "Tote 

a narrative for this film, and assisting in its production were students 

from the DuPage Area Vocational Education Authority (DAVEA). (See Exhibit 

3-E for a sample of the film narrative.) 

Therefore, in addition to the information provided by the judge, the 

Jury Supervisor and the Juror Handbook, the video taped jury orientation 

film was presented each Monday morning of a new jury week. This film 

served as a reinforcement of the information previously supplied to the 

jurors. Its content depicted an actual trial court setting, beginning 

with the enrollment of jurors on the first day of service and ending with 

the j11ry verdict. 
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It was the opinion of the Jury Management Project that the juror 

orientation film had been successful in its attempt to deliver extended 

information concerning the operation of a trial court to prospective 

jurors. Furthermore, it was the intent of the 18th Judicial Circuit to 

make this film available to libraries and schools throughout DuPage County, 

with the hope that supplemental benefits would be gained by the public 

in this regal~d. 

C. Utilization of Jurors' Time 

Findings: 

Prior to the establishment of the Jury Management Prolect, several 

methods which could be used to measure juror utilization efficiency were 

not known to the 18th Judicial Circuit. However, in order to assess 

juror utilization in a reliable fashion, the Jury 11anagement Project prepared 

monthly reports by collecting and analyzing data supplied through the 

use of forms and analysis methods. 

The following formulas were used by the 18th Judicial Circuit as 

indices to measure juror utilization efficienty. 

1. Juror Usage Index - The JUI was calculated by dividing the 

number of juror days available by the total number of trial 

days. The recommended index was 20 to 25. 
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2. Juror Days Per Trial - The JDPT was calculated by dividing 

the juror days served by the total number of panels requested. 

Longer tl:>ials result in a higher JDPT. 

3. People Brought In - The PBI was calculated by dividing the 

number of jurors in the jury pool at the start of the day 

by the total number of panels requested. The recommended 

index was not to exceed 65. 

4. Percent of Time Not Used - The % Not Used was calculated by 

dividing the juror time not in trial or voir dire by the 

juror time spent in the courthouse. The r-ecommended goal 

was not to exceed 40%. Although difficult to calculate, 

the % Not Used provided the best measure of juror utilization 

when panels were not excessive. 

Recommendations and Results: 

The JUI was a good, over-all administl'ative measure of juror utilization 

efficiency, but it did not reveal the finer details of the jury system. 8 

However, efficient use of jurors' time was also measured by computing 

the responsiveness of the jury pool system in delivering panels to courtrooms 

after they were requested, and by the degrees of efficiency in which 

jurors were used after they reported to the courtroom. (Specific data 

8G. Thomas Munsterman and William R. Pabst, Jr., A Guide to Juror Usage, 
December, 1974. 
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collection forms used by the Jury Management Project for gathering this 

information appear in Section XIV of this report.) 

The JUI and the JDPT were biased by the length of jury trials, while 

the PBI was not. 9 The existence of an extremely long trial in anyone 

month had too much effect upon comparison; therefore, unusually lengthy 

10 trials were not included in the ,Tury r·janagement Project reports. 

In its endeavor to reduce juror waiting time as much as practicable 

and supply the courts with the number of jurors needed, while saving money 

for the court by reducing the amount of jury fees paid, the Jury Management 

Project plotted the JUI for the year 1977 and the period January 

through June, 1978. 

As it appears on page 35, the juror usag2 index, as calculated for 

DuPage County, shows a pattern of gradual control by project staff over 

-the utilization of jurors. As indicated on this diagram, management 

efficiency was achieved, particularly after the passing of October, 1977, 

at which time the recommended index of 20 to 25 was reached for each month 

thereafter. Decreases in this index were a result of a growth in the number 

of six-member juries, as well as other methods which shortened voir dire 

or trial time. On the other hand, increases in this index were attributed 

to a heavier criminal caseload, or a rise in the number of highly publicized 

trials. 

9Long trials result in a lower JUI, but a higher JDPT. 

10 
Unusually lengthy trials were defined as those trials lasting three 

weeks or more. 
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The juror usage index was used· in the 18th Judicial Circuit on a 

continuing basis and was monitored for changes. This measure of juror 

utilization was most useful when court system characteristics remained 

stable. A juror utilization summary for the twelve months cf 1977 and 

January through July, 1978, appears on pages 38 and 39 of this report. 

D. Trials Anticipated and Trials Held by Days of Week 

Findings: 

Prior to the establishment of the Jury Management Project, the 18th 

Judicial Circuit had no means for determining the number of trials actually 

held in contrast to those which were anticipated to begin on a certain 

date. Therefore, in May, 1977, a system was implemented whereby all trial 

judges notified the Jury Supervisor of the number of anticipated trials 

for the following week. A summary of trials anticipated to trials actually 

held from May to October, 1977, appears on page 40. A total of 290 trials 

were anticipated during this period of time, while only 37 of those were 

actually held; or, a ratio of 1:7. Since that period of time, however, 

considerable progress was made in the court's ability to predict trials. 

For example, during the period of January through June, 1978, the total 

number of trials anticipated was 358, while the number of trials actually 

held was 88; or, a ratio of 1:4. These findings appear in a diagram 

on page 41. 



J U R 0 R UTI L I Z A T I 0 N SUMMARY 

1977-

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY AUGUST SEPTEMBER OCTOBER NOVEMBER DECEMBER 

(2 two- (2 two- (1 two- (2 two- (2 two- (1 two- (2 two- (1 two- (2 two- (3 one- (4 one- (3 one-
week week week week week week week week week week week week 
sessions) sessions) session) sessions) sessions) session) sessions) session) sessions) sessions) sessions) sessions) 

No. of jurors available-
Average per day 74.3 80.4 85 94.8 77.5 73.6 65.7 72.8 82.0 62°. 4 85 74.9 

Panels requested- average 
per day .85 1.7 1.0 2 1.2 1 .50 .75 1 .87 2.2 1 

w 
No. of trials-average in co 

session per day 1.6 4.2 2.9 3.3 2.7 3.1 1.5 3.0 2.8 1.5 4.65 3 

Jurors' time productive-
Average per session 24.25% 65.25% 45% 47.25% 42% 57% 35.37% 55.5% 54.0% 40% 68.25% 62% 

Length of trials-
Average number of days 2 1/2 da. 2 1/4 da. 2 2/3 da. 2 1/2 da. 2 1/4 da. 2 3/4 da. 3 days 3 days 2 days 1 1/2 da. 3.3 da. 3 days 

No. of trials per session-
panel used 5 12 7 21 20 10 10 8 15 13 23 13 

Juror usage index 57.1 19.1 27.78 28.7 26.3 23.7 40.26 24.3 27.55 38.04 19.7 22.1 
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J U ROR UTI LIZ A T ION SUM M ARY 

JANUARY-JULY , 197 8 

JANUARY FEBRUARY MARCH APRIL MAY JUNE JULY 
(2 one week (2 one week (3 one week (4 one week (4 one week (4 one week (4 one week 
sessions) sessions) sessions) sessions) sessions) sessions) sessions) 

No. of jurors available -
average per day 84.5 89.4 76.5 85.4 74.9 78.85 60.46 

Panels requested - average 
per day 1.7 1.3 1.1 1.4 3.8 3.6 4.0 

w 
No. of trials - average lO 

in session per day 4.2 4.9 3.5 3.4 9.0 14.4 8.6 

Jurors' time productive-
average per session 71% 63.25% 59% 53.5% 40.3% 60.8% 56.7% 

Length of trials - average 2 2/3 days 3 1/3 days 2 3/4 days 2 days 2 days 3 1/4 days 1 1/2 days 

No. of trials per session -
panels used 8 13 17 16 8 15 12 

Juror Usage Index 20.4 19.1 21.86 25.8 34 21 21.85 
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Recommendations and Results: 

The method for predicting the number of jurors needed for trial on 

any given day in the 18th Judicial Circuit was reasonably simple to apply. 

Initially, the basis for this system was to increase the am0unt of communicatio 

with trial court judges concerning the number of scheduled trials for 

any given day. However, a continual study of this data provided the 

court with an adequate means for predicting juror demands, as well. In 

conclusion, the number of jurors summoned to court was maintained by 

giving consideration to fluctuations in demand caused by such facLors as 

variations in the judicial manpower present, or the number of scheduled 

trials,ll and when possible, the probability of pre-trial settlements. 

(The specific data collection forms used by the Jury Management Project 

for gathering this information appear in Section XIV of this report.) 

IlMaureen Solomon, American Bar Association Commission on Standards 
of Judicial Administration, Supporting Studies-3, Management of the Jury 
System, 1975. 



V. ELEMENT 4 - RANDOMNESS 

This section of the Final Report outlines the IIRandomness ll of DuPage 

County's jury system. Included in 1lement 4 is a review of procedures 

dealing with factors to be measu1"ed such as: 1) randomness of dra~·fS; 

2) number of draws; and, 3) statutory provisions. 

The result of this study on randomness has provided the court with 

a better cross-section of the population serving it, and improved juror 

utilization. 

A. Randomness Draws 

Findings: 

The general jury list ,vas automatically generated from the source 

list which, in DuPage County, consisted solely of the list of registered 

voters. Subsequently, the active list was established as a result of 

the qualification process, and jurors were selected, at random, to be 

summoned. Responsibility for overseeing the process rested within the 

Jury Commission Office. 

During the initial months of the Jury Management Pro4ect, it was 

observed that, upon reporting to the jury pool, a panel of jurors was 

drawn at random by the Jury Supervisor and taken to the courtroom as 

43 
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specified by the judge of that courtroom. Once in the courtroom, the 

Court Clerk I-lould dral-l hrelve numbers, again at random, representing the 

number of prospective jurors needed to begin the voir dire process. 

Dral-ling '",ould continue in this mannel' until tHelve jurors were selected 

for that cast;. 

Every juror who served on a lUI'',' in the 18th ~;'ll~j~ia,l Circuit ha,~ 

his number dral-lTI three times Ln a random drFlwi Dt":, as indicated above. 

In order to serve on another trial, d prospecTive: juror's number mW3t 

have been dravffi at least twice again:'T randC'm:. 

The Jury 11anagement Projec! ~-,ellevE-'ci excessive drawings to br'ing 

about inequalities in serving ar:d ClrfAct juror attitudes. Fo.r example, 

it was not ur,usual for a prGs!~(:'cTi\'t~ jur~-)r'~; Illlmber to be selecte;i three 

serve. During the week of 2ec~Eber 1 1 , 1976, one prosp0ctive juror's 

number W3.S called three times fer placeT'll?nt on 01 panel. Eif'ht HeI'e call"'! 

twice. 

Recommendations and Results: 

To more 8qually distribute th'C> numb'Jr ofjllI'or::; in the pool who l-ler13 

available for placement on panels, thA ,Jury Hanagem8nt Proj eet recommended 

the implementation of a sy~tcm of pre-dssigned panels. As a result of 
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arrived on the first morning for jury duty. The first 24 prospective 

jurors to arrive were placed in Panel 1; the next 24 to arrive were 

placed in Panel 2, etc. Additional panels of prospective jurors were 

created by the Jury Supervisor as challenges were sent back to the Jury 

Lounge. This procedure allowed for all jurors to be used on a venire 

at least once, and eliminated the problem of some jurors' numbers being 

drawn several times, while others were not called at all. 

B. Statutory Provisions 

Findings: 

The single-county circuit of DuPage County was largely governed by 

those statutes pertaining to Jury Commissioners. Those sections of the 

lctW generally did not specify particular randomizing procedures, but 

left such matters to the discretion of the Circuit Judges, via their 

rUle-making authority. 

Recommendations and Results: 

With respect to randomness, it had been determined through the 

various undertakings of the Jury Hanagement Project, that the 18th Judicial 

Circuit Court of DuPage County was in substantial compliance with the 

sections of the lalv referenced on the pages which follow. 



- 78 Ill. Rev. Stat. 8 - Drawing Jurors -

Upon a day designated by the judge of the court ... the clerk of 

the court shall repair to the office of the county clerk, and in the 

presence of a judge and of such county clerk, after the box containing 

the names has been well shaken by the county clerk, and being blindfolded 

shall, without partiality, draw from such box the names of a sufficient 

number of persons ... to constitute petit jurors. 

- Ill. Rev. Stat. 20 - Impaneling Petit Jurors -
- Drawing by Lot -

It shall be the duty of the clerk of the court ... to write the name 

of each petit juror summoned ... on a separate ticket, ... and put the 

whole into a box or other place for safe keeping; and as'often as it shall 

be necessary to impanel a jury, the clerk, sheriff or c~roner shall, in 

the presence of the court, draw by chance 12 names (or 14 where alternates 

are required) out of such box or other place ... 

- 78 Ill. Rev. Stat. 31 - Active Jury List -
- Method of Selection -

(a) ... The active jury list ... shall be prepared by selecting 

every twentieth name, or other whole number rate necessary to obtain 

the number required ... 
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- 78 Ill. Rev. Stat. 32 -
- Drawing of Grand and Petit Jurors -

In other than single county circuits ... The clerk shall repair to 

the office of the jury commissions and there ... proceed to draw by lot 

the necessary number of names from those made available. 

NOTE: This section applies to single-county circuits, as well. 



VI. ELEHENT 5 - COSTS AND CONDITIONS 

The data and findings contained within Element 5 of the Final Report 

are limited to the subj ect of "Costs and Conditions. II Specifically, 

areas of discussion include: 1) the courtls fiscal data, such as 

length and term of jury service; 2) a review of operations with respect 

to juror fees and mileage; aDd, 3) costs per juror. 

In addition, diagrams are supplied In this section, and deal 

with total juror expenses for the years 1976, 1977, and 1978, and the cost 

savings attained during 1977 and 1978 by a.n early dismissal of jurors. 

A. Term of Service 

Findings: 

Prior to the establishment of the Jury Management Project, the 18th 

Judicial Circuit Court employed a two week term of jury service. This 

was required under the Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 78. However, 

immediately following the legislative process instituted by the Jury 

Management Project to bring about a change in this statute, effective 

October 1, 1977, the Chief Judge ordered a reduction in the term of jury 

service from two weeks to one week. 

48 
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Recommendations and Results: 

Originally, the reasons for reducing the length of jury service 

were as follows: 

1. Comments made by jurors through the Jury Exit Questionnaire12 

indicated the two week term to be a hardship; 

2. A greater number of citizens would have an opportunity to 

serve as jurors; 

3. A shorter term of jury service was preferable because it reduced 

the need for excusals and distributed jury service more broadly 

among the population; and, 

4-. Judges preferred "fresh" jurors. 

In addition to the one-week term of service, the reduced jury term 

in DuPage County has realized further benefits as a result of the subse

quent initiation of a four day jury term (Monday through Thursday). 

The 18th Judicial Circuit exercises the four day jury term whenever 

it can be applied. In other words, by experimenting with the one week 

system, the project staff discovered that, by making the appropriate 

jury pool adjustments according to the needs of the individual trial courts 

for each day of the week, the jury pool could be eliminated on Fridays. 

12See Jury Exit Questionnaire results, Exhibit 3~C. 
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However, by advanced and/or special request of a judge to the Jury Commission 

Office, jurors could be provided and available to serve. 

The way in which the Monday through Thursday jury system currently 

operates is two-fold: 

1. The Jury Supervisor obtains pertinent information from each 

judge concerning his jury needs for the day, as well as those 

for the following day. The size of the jury pool is then 

regulated to conform with the number of trials expected to begin. 

2. A telephone call-in system, or code-a-phone, has been installed 

and operates on those occasions when the Circuit Court's jury 

needs cannot readily be determined. This system allows jurors 

the freedom to call in and receive instructions regarding the 

next day in which they are needed to report for service. 

B. Fees and t1ileage 

Findings: 

A per diem rate of $10.00 and mileage reimbursement rate of $.10 per 

mile was observed. 

Recommendations and Results: 

With regard to the per diem rate, it was the opinion of the Jury 
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Management Project that~ in terms of juror comfort and attitude, improve

ments in other areas such as the quality and amount of information provided 

to jurors~ the remodeling of the Jury Lounge and better use of jurors' 

time were equally~ if not more important in maintaining an atmosphere of 

"happy" juror's. Therefore, it was recommended that the per diem rate 

not be increased, but rather that juror comforts be improved and free 

coffee~ to minimize out-of-pocket expenses~ be provided. 

The mileage fee for jurors~ however~ was determined to be insufficient 

at $.10 per mile, particularly in light of recently increased gasoline 

prices. 

Pursuant to the recommendation made by the Jury Management Project~ 

the mileage fee for jurors, on July 1~ 1977, was increased from $.10 to 

$.20 per mile. This incr'ease more nearly confor'med with the mileage 

reimbursement regulations for DuPage County employees~ and has been favor

ably looked upon by jurors serving the 18th Judicial Circuit. 

C. Juror Costs 

Findings: 

During the life of the Jury Management Project~ daily requirements 

for jurors were forecast. Since the number of jurors who were 

actually needed to serve the courts repeatedly varied from day to day, 
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adjustments in the pool size took place on a daily basis under 

the guidance of the Jury Supervisor. This short-range method of forecasting 

was highly dependent on the daily communication from court staff, and was 
\ 13 

a primary factor in controlling and reducing juror costs. 

The juror per diem and mileage expenditure diagrams which appear on 

the following pages reflect the total cost of juror fees and mileage for 

the years 1976, 1977 and 1978. It should be noted here that, although juror 

costs had experienced a continual increase over these periods of time, 

DuPage County's jury system had been drastically revamped, particularly 

in two areas: 1) on October 1, 1977, the jury term of service was reduced 

from two weeks to one week, resulting in a near doubling in the number 

of prospective jurors qualified and summoned for jury service; and, 2) in 

July, 1977, the amount of mileage reimbursement was increased from $.10 

to $.20 per mile. 

Discontinuing the jury pool on Fridays, except by special request, 

and dismissing jurors on those days of the week when the anticipated 

needs of the court permitted, had allowed the 18th Judicial Circuit to 

realize an annual savings in 1977 of $21,780.00. This sum can be compared 

to a total savings of $15,410.00 for the twelve months of 1976, prior to 

the institution of the Jury Management Project. During the period 

~3 
Maureen Solomon, American Bar Association Commission on Standards 

of Judicial Administration, Supporting Studi(~s-3, Management of the Jury 
System, 1975. 
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lJanuary through July, 1978, at which time the one-week jury term was in 

operation, the dollar savings recognized as the result of early dismissal 

of jurQrs was $20,250.00. 

Recommendations and Results: 

The dollar savings indicated above is representative only of the 

$10.00 per diem which was paid to each juror who reported for jury 

service during the aforementioned periods of time. Therefore, in addition 

to juror per diem, real savings may be ac.counted for by giving considera·tion 

to the mileage costs for those jurors dismissed early, as well as the 

varying circumstances under which each trial court operated. Nonetheless, 

for purposes of comparison, the .Tury M.:magelIlent project examined the 

period of January through July for the yeal.'s 1977 and 1978. fI.s indicated 

on the diagram below, the difference in the ('0,:,t of jUL'UI' fees paid during 

this period decreased by $3,484.00. Mileage fees paid, hOI-revel', increased 

Panels 
January-July Fees Paid Mileage Paid Delivered 

1977 (13 two-
.week periods $93,448 $17,772.20 122 

1978 (23 one-
week periods 89,600 34,322.00 135 

Difference -3,484 +16,549.80 +13 

during this period by $16,549.80. Certainly, this drastic rise in mileage 

fees can be attributed to the change in the amount of mileage reimbursement 
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from $.10 per mile to $.20 per mile in July, 1977. On the other hand, 

with the descent in juror fees paid during this one year period, an 

additional 13 jury panels were delivered to courtrooms. Therefore, 

although the 18th Judicial Circuit had experienced more jury trial activity 

during 1978, the overall juror per diem costs declined. Furthermore, the 

Jury Management Project believed that the total dollar savings in juror 

fees to be realized for the twelve months in 1978 would not only surpass 

the 1977 savings, but would nearly double the 1976 savings of $15,410.00. 
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JUROR PER DIEM AND MILEAGE EXPENDITURES 
-1976-

Date Fees Paid Mileage Paid Total 

1-5-76 $6760.00 $1235.60 $ 7995.60 
1-19-76 8700.00 1646.40 10346.40 
2-9-76 4890.00 937.00 5827.00 
2-23-76 8190.00 1565.00 9755.00 
3-15-76 6690.00 114-7.20 7837.20 
4-5-76 8530.00 1698.60 10228.60 
4-19-76 9550.00 1795.80 11345.80 
5-3-76 8580.00 1595.40 10175.40 
5-24-76 8340.00 1543.60 9883.60 
6-7-76 7700.00 14-75,40 9175.4-0 

U1 6-28-76 6L~00. 00 1230.40 7630.40 U1 

7-26-76 3660.00 664-.80 4324.80 
8-23-76 4700.00 943.00 5 r ·43.00 
8-26-76 2160.00 379.00 2539.00 
9-13-76 7400.00 1333.40 8733.40 
9-27-76 7920.00 1382.60 9302.60 
10-18-76 9500.00 1805.40 11305.40 
11-1-76 6610.00 1203.20 7813.20 
11-15-76 434-0.00 820.80 5160.80 
11-29-76 7990.00 1364.60 9354.60 
12-13-76 4910.00 885.80 5795.80 

TOTAL: IT $143,520.00 $26,653.00 $170,173.00 
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,JUROR PER DIEM AND MILEAGE EXPENDITURES 
-1977-

Date Fees Paid Mileage Paid 

1-3-77 $7,590.00 $1,300.60 
1-17-77 7,4-30.00 1,327.80 
2-7-77 7,090.00 1,204-.80 
2-22-77 7,790.00 1,346.60 
3-7-77 4,340.00 751. 20 
3-14-77 ~': ~': 7,578.00 i':oh, 1,300.60 
4-4-77 8,420.00 1,482.00 
4-18-77 8,540.00 1,584.80 
5-9-77 6,240.00 1,135.60 
5-23-77 8,380.00 1,457.20 
6-6-77 7,230.00 1,355.60 
6-27-77 6,300.00 1,160.60 

:':7-11-77 6,520.00 2,364.80 
8-15-77 7,530.00 2,894.00 
9-12-77 8,390.00 3,192.20 

1d::':9-26-77 3,550.00 1,349.20 
10-3-77 3,000.00 1,092.80 
10-11-77 2,740.00 1,132.60 
10-17-77 3,170.00 1,237.80 
10-31-77 4,080.00 1,515.00 
11-7-77 4,160.00 1,661.00 
11-14-77 5,710.00 2,195.80 
11-21-77 440.00 150.60 
11-28-77 4,030.00 1,636.00 
12-5-77 3,890.00 . 1,44-2.40 
12-12-77 3,500.00 1,298.40 
12-19-77 2,590.00 1,020.00 

TOTAL: 27 $150,228.00 $39,590.00 

1;Reflects mileage inct'ease to 20¢/mile. 
:'::':Estimate due to incomplete data. 

:';:'::';Term reduced ft'om 2 weeks to 1 week. 

Total ---
$ 8,890.60 

8,757.80 
8,294 .80 
9,136.60 
5,091.20 
8,878.60 
9,902.00 

10,124.80 
7,375.60 
9,837.20 
8,585.60 
7,460.GO 
8,884.80 

U1 
m 

10,424.00 
11,582.20 

4,899.20 
4,092.80 
3,872.60 
4,407.80 
5,595.00 
5,821.00 
7,905.80 

590.00 
5,666.00 
5,332.4-0 
4,798.40 
3,610.80 

$189,818.20 



Date 

1-9-78 
1-23-78 
1-30-78 
2-6-78 
2-27-78 
3-6-78 
3-13-78 
4-3-78 
4-10-78 
4-17-78 
4-24-78 
5-1-78 
5-8-78 
5-15-78 
5-22-78 
6-5-78 
6-12-78 
6-19-78 
6-26-78 
7-10-78 
7-17-78 
7-24-78 
7-31-78 

TOTAL: 23 

JUROR PER DIEM AND MILEAGE EXPENDITURES 
- 1978 -

Fees Paid Mileage Paid 

$4,560.00 $1,580.00 
4,650.00 1,586.20 
2,890.00 1,066.60 
6,280.00 2,210.00 
3,950.00 1,518.80 
3,620.00 1,498.40 
4,190.00 1,622.80 
4,760.00 1,830.20 
4,200.00 1,652.20 
3,670.00 1,406.60 
4,620.00 1,717.80 
4,690.00 1,881. L!·O 
3,960.00 1,499.20 
3,290.00 1,391.60 
2,720.00 1,050.60 
3,610.00 1,444.60 
4,210.00 1,748.40 
4,150.00 1,567.40 
3,050.00 1,254.40 
2,710.00 1,177.00 
3,320.00 1,291.80 
3,140.00 1,159.80 
3,360.00 1,166.00 

$89,600.00 $34,322.00 

Total 

$6,140.00 
6,236.20 
3,956.60 
8,490.20 
5,468.80 
5,118.40 
5,812.80 
6,590.20 
5,912.20 
5,076.60 tTl 

6,337.80 -...J 

6,571.40 
5,459.20 
4,681. 60 
3,770.60 
5,054.60 
5,958.40 
5,717.40 
4,304.40 
3,887.00 
4,611.80 
4,299.80 
4,526.00 

$123,922.00 



VII. ELEHENT 6 - CITIZENS' A\~ARENESS 

Element 6 is a compilation of those items which cause an increase 

in "Citizens' Awareness" of those circumstances surrounding, and responsible 

for Circuit Court operations. In this section, for example, the Jury 

Hanagement Project discusses its progress in the following areas: 1) the 

establisL. 'ent of an information booth and an information booth receptionist; 

2) juror comforts and concerns through the use of Jury Exit Questionnaires; 

and, 3) juror attitudes. 

The Jury Exit Questionnaire is discussed at great length. Its 

importance is explained in the form of survey results in this section. 

A. The Information Booth Receptionist 

Findings: 

Until the establishment of the Jury Hanagement Project, in November, 

1976, DuPage County had virtually no means of providing adequate methods 

for informing the general public as to the structure of the various County 

buildings, in relationship to the location of oo.ch County office. It 

was observed that a significant amount of questions were asked by the 

public relating to where a juror reported for duty; where a traffic fine 

could be paid; where a marriage license or birth certificate could be 
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obtained; where a field court was located; or, where the DuPage County 

Center was located. A:_l of these inquiries were responded to in an 

unorganized manner by various county employees who happened to be passing 

through the corridors, often times causing an interruption of their work 

routine. On the first Monday of each two-week jury service 

period, prospective jurors arrived at the Courthouse bewildered and 

confused, with only a jury summons to guide and direct them. 

Recommendations and Results: 

On December 1, 1976, the part-time member of the Jury Management 

Project staff was assigned to man the information booth during the hours 

of 8:30 A.M. to 11:30 A.M., on Mondays through Fridays, when the flow of 

traffic through the Courthouse was deemed to be at its peak. A notebook 

consisting of materials pertinent to the Courthouse design and court-

related activities, as well as the location of the County Complex and 

various other County governmental agencies was developed by the Information 

Receptionist. Additionally, on February 1, 1977, the Informa.tion Receptionist 

was assigned the task of presenting information about the Courthouse 

structure to visiting groups. Also, as Educational Director, tours were 

conducted, instruction was given on court organization and its functions, 

and appropriate courtroom visits were arranged. 

It was foreseeable that, as the caseload of the 18th Judicial Circuit 

Court increased, so would the traffic flow and, therefore, it was 
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recommended that the position of Information Receptionist be funded by 

DuPage County's General Fund, initially as a part-time position with 

the possibility of forming a full-time position in the years ahead. 

In order to provide a maximum amount of information to citizens 

concerning DuPage County's jury system, while conforming to specific 

grant gnidelines, the staff of the Jury Management Project, in addition 

to its four Demonstration Conferences held in April, 1978, have made 

presentations to college classes and service clubs, and have received 

various court employees as visitors from out-of-state and neighboring 

county courts. Furthermor'e, newspaper articles regarding the Jury 

Management Project's findings and jury service have appeared in several 

County newspapers, as well as the Chicago Magazine, the Chicago Daily 

News and the Suburban Trib of the Chi~ago Tribune. 

B. Juror Comfort 

Findings: 

The Jury Lounge was originally erected in 1969 and provided adequate 

accommodations for 65 'jurors. Today's jury pool, however, numbers 90 

to 115, thereby overtaxing the facility, particularly on Thursday or 

Friday afternoons when it was not uncommon to find a jury pool consisting 

of 90 jurors expecting to be called for placement on a panel, but rather, 

waiting patiently for the time to arrive when they would be allowed to 
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exit the Jury Lounge for the day. Comfortable seating was not available; 

tables for writing were not provided; ventilation was poor; restroom 

space was inadequate; and, good safety regulations were ignored. 

Recommendations and Results: 

Giving full consideration to the importance of this matter, the 

Jury Management Project obtained approval from its funding agency to 

remodel the Jury Lounge, at an approximate cost of $12,000.00. The 

remodeling of the Jury Lounge, in order to provide for juror salety and 

comfort while providing better facilities for the Jury Supervisor, 

derived the following benefits: 

1. Increased floor space by approximately one-third; 

2. Provision for additional restroom facilities; 

3. An increased number of exits from the area; 

4. Provision for better ventilation; 

5. Better availability of the Jury Supervisor's office; and, 

6. Provision for a quiet reading and work area. 
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C. Juror Attitudes 

Findings: 

The Jury Exit Questionnaire was a device designed to solicit jurors I 

sugges~ions and criticisms regarding their term of service. This proved 

to be an important indicator of juror attitudes in the 18th Judicial 

Circuit, since it was thought that departing jurors could be expected 

to openly express any negative feelings they might have concerning jury 

service to other persons, indirectly influencing the rate of non-response 

to qualification questionnaires and summonses by future prospective jurors. 

In January, 1977, the Jury Management Project conducted a three 

month survey on juror attitudes through the use of this questionnaire. 

An analysis of the data collected exposed two areas of great concern: 

1) approximately 55% of the jurors I 5!2 hour day was spent in the Jury 

Lounge waiting to be called to a courtroom; and, 2) 63% of the jurors I 

responding to the Exit Questionnaire felt that too much of their time was 

'being wasted in the trial courts. Hore comments were written by jurors 

regarding the court1s use of their personal resources than about any other 

area of court operation, and, although .. the jurors felt too much time wa.s 

being wasted, this impression did not appear to be affected by their loss 

of income. However, those who suffered personal inconvenience and 

considerable professional interference were found to be more critical 

of the court1s use of their time. (See Exhibit 3-C.) 
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Recommendations and Results: 

In January, 1978, after several suggested changes concerning juror 

comfort and attitude had been implemented, (as indicated by the responses 

to the Jury Exit Questionnaire) another survey was conducted. Once 

again,.-the Jury Management Project distributed Exit Questionnaires to 

jurors on the last day of the jury term. 

The results of this survey demonstrated that the percentage of time 

spent waiting in the Jury Lounge had been reduced by more than one-half 

and that the number of times jurQrs were sent to voir dire had been more 

equally distributed among all jurors. Overall, less than 10% of the 

jurors responding reported a negative reaction to jury duty, in contrast 

to 25% one year ago. 

The Jury Management Project believed that this surg& of favorable 

pesponses to the comparing months of Exit Questionnaires was a direct 

result of the genuine concern over total juror welfare by the Ch'cui t 

Court. As a solution to those problems and criticisms expressed by 

prospective jurors, not only was the Jury Lounge enlarged, but free coffee 

and tea was provided for jurors and the mileage rate of $.10 per mile was 

increased to $.20 per mile. 
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VIII. ELEMENT 7 - PAPER WORK 

The section pertaining to "Paper Work" supplies a breakdown of jury 

system operations in the Jury Commission Office before and after the 

institution of automation. For example, under Element 7, a discussion of 

the following areas is outlined: 1) past Jury Commission Office procedures, 

revietving operations; 2) automated jury system objectives; and, 3) 

automated jury system functions creating reduced paper work with a 

computerized system. 

A. Jury Commission Office Procedures 

Findings: 

A new dimension was added to the Jury Management Project as its 

progress rapidly dispersed. The laborious task of identifying and recording 

by sequence all functions requiring "paper work" in the selection, management 

and compensation of jurors was undertaken by project staff during its 

first quarter. By request of the Project Director, DuPage County!s Data 

Processing Department assigned a staff member to counsel the Jury Commission 

Office and assist in the development of acceptable and efficient office 

procedures. The jury system once employed by the 18th Judicial Circuit 

was an extremely redundant, manual, mechanical system which operated 

in the following manner. 
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The existing card file in the ,Jury Commission Office represented the 

names of selected, potential jurors which were obtained from the latest 

Election Commission file. There was one data card for each selected 

potential juror, arranged in township and precinct order, conforming to 

the entire voter list which resided in the office. In order to begin 

the questionnaire cycle, the Jury Commission Clerk would hand pull 

approximately 1,000 cards from this file, submitting those cards to the 

Data Processing Department for a questionnaire listing and mailing labels. 

Data Processing produced the listing and labels from those cards which 

were sequentially numbered by a computer program. They were then returned 

to the Jury'Commission Office for manual stuffing of envelopes and affixing 

of labels to the questionnaires. After the personal interview process, 

Jury Commission clerks would hand write the results of the interview or 

note questionnaires returned by Post Office in the computer listing of 

the voter file. The entire voter file listings were separated by 

township into nine books, always hand carried or manipulated, some of 

which were quite cumbersome. End to end, the entire listing approximated 

three feet or more. 

Subsequent to the personal interview, a distinction was made by 

the Jury Commission Office as to the qualif~cation of each potential 

juror; that is, "yes" or "no," with no exceptions. The same cards used 

to produce the questionnaires were returned to the Jury Commission Office 

and on the cards themselves, was punched either yes or no with the date. 
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Also, along ,,,ith each yes was the "period" an individual checked for 

jury service. This IIperiod" was the 1st quarter, 2nd, 31~d or 4th of 

each year. All qualified juror questionnaire forms were manually 

separated and a hand-typed juror card was made for inclusion in the General 

Box. 

A0proximately eight or nine times per year, the Chief Judge would 

inform the Jury Commission Office of the court's projected juror needs 

for each session. The Jury Commissioners and the Circuit Clerk, together, 

physically drew from the General Box, "X" number of juror cards corresponding 

to the IIX II number specified. by the ·ChiEf ,Judge.' Additionally, the Jury 

Commission Clerk manually controlled t:le four period boxes, inserting 

that quarter's juror cards to the original, after having read each juror 

card drawn for period preference, then sorting and placing those so 

marked in the various piles. 

The selected juror cards were hand sorted by the Jury Commission 

Clerk on a table by township, town and name; each was separated by session 

and a juror number was hand written on each card, beginning with "1" 

for each session. The session cards were then distributed to the office 

clerks for typing of jury lists and jury certification lists for the 

Circuit Clerk. The Circuit Clerk, after receiving the list, produced 

and mailed the jury summons . 
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3. To store pertinent historical information concerning each 

juror using a medium which allowed for quick and easy accessibility. 

J!. To select jurors to serve on a given date with considera-tion 

giver. to deferrments and preferences. 

5. To pay the jurors after completion of service. 

6. To provide statistical reports for efficient jury management. 

Through the efforts of the project staff and the aid of a computer, the 

Jury Commission Office operations have been simplified. In November, 1977, 

the Jury Commission Office became totally automated, relieving some seventeen 

of the twenty-one manual steps originally needed to process each prospective 

juror through the system. Furthermore, all office functions were handled 

by two clerks and the Jury Administrator, rather than the previous staff 

of three clerks and an office supervisor. A description of the way in 

which the automctted jury system employed by the 18th Judicial Circuit 

operated appears below. 

Prospective jurors are selected from the voter registration disk file 

according to a starting number and key number designation. The starting 

number represented the record displacement from the beginning of the file, 

at which selection is to begin. The key number represents the selection 

gap between records, i.e., from the starting number, every Nth active ~ 

voter was selected as a prospective juror. The starting number and key 
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For attendance pu~poses, jurors were individually asked to carry 

juror cards w:lich were given to the Jury Commission Clerk daily and pldced 

over an office copy of the same card and punched. This card was manually 

typed in duplicate for each session of jurors. The Jury Commission Clerk 

then counted the IIholes ll in the attendance cards, post session, and wrote 

the number of days served and the mileage rate to be used. 

It was the opinion of the Jury Management Project that, without 

computer assistance, the volume of work in the Jury Commission Office. 

would become too burdensome and costly to manage in the same fashion 

as it had for the past several years. 

Recommendations and Results: 

The desire of the Jury Management Project was to develop an efficient 

system for the selection and management of jurors that was either manually 

administered or suppo~ted by automation. In this way, other counties 

would easily adapt this system for use in their courts. The objectives 

of such a system were as follows: 

1. To select prospective jurors with greater speed and with improved 

randomness than previously realized when manually processed. 

2. To automatically prepare questionnaires and summons with greater 

speed, cost savings and accuracy. 
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number are designated by the Ju't'y Commissioners. The selected juror's 

name, address, township and precinct, extracted from the voters registration 

file, composes a list Vihich is put into a random sort algol'i thm. Upon 

completion of the sort, each prvspective juror, now on the juror master 

file, is assigned a unique number (hereinafter referred to as the 

questionnaire number) which is carried throughout the entire system. 

After the development of the juror master file, the Jury Commission 

Office requests a specified number of prospective jurors to be mailed 

qualify ing ({uest ionnaires . Upon COTII:' l,?t ion of computer addressing, 

questionnaires are Jelivered to the Jury Commission Office for mailing 

to the prospective jurors. i\lonr::, with those questionnaires, the Jury 

Commissioners receive a listing of computer-prepared jurors, by questionnaire 

number sequence and by alphahetical namp sequence. Hhen the questionnaire 

is completed by the l,rospective juror and returned, the Jury Commissioners 

analyze the anSvler given by the prospective jurors, and either qualify, 

exempt, or excuse them from jury service. For every returned questionnaire, 

a key punched card is prepared containing the juror's qualification 

status, choice of months to serve, if summoned, and miscellaneous 

information for the purpose of updating the juror's history. A sample 

of the qualifying questionnaire appears on the following page. 

Hhen it is determined that a specified number of jurors are needed 

for court service, the juror master file is scanned using the requested 

service date, and a summoned juror file is developed. Those jurors Viho 
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OFFICE OF THE JURY COMMISSIONERS OF DU PAGE COUNTY 
(312) 682-7330 

If name or address IS Incorrect. 
please correct below. 

Name _________________________________ _ 

Address ____________________________ __ 

City ___________ Zip 

L 
(See reverse side for instructions.) 

.THE COMPLETED QUESTIONNAIRE MUST BE RETURNED BY MAIL WITHIN 10 DAYS. 

1. 0 ate of bi rth ....... __ -:-;.-__ ..-.--. __ -;-~.-_ 
(month) (day) (year) 

Sex: D Male D Female Telephone: Home ______________________ _ 

2. Name of em ployer ___________________________________________________ Telephone: Bus. ______________________ _ 

3. Address of em ployer ______________________________________________________________________________ _ 

4. What is the nature of your work? ___________________________________________________________________ _ 

5. Do you have any minor children whose care would Interfere with your serving as a Juror? Dyes 0 no 

If so. what are their ages? _____________________________________________________________ _ 

6. Do you understand the English language? Dyes D no Is your hearing good? Dyes D no Is your eyeSight good; Dyes D no 

7. Do you have any physical or mental impairment which would interfere with your serving as a Juror? _______________ _ 

8. Have you ever been convicted of a felony? Dyes D no 

9. Is there any reason why you should not serve as a juror If summoned? _______________________________________ _ 

10. Have you ever served as a Juror? Dyes D no - If so. state when and In what COLlrt? ___________________ " ________ . 

11. Please Indicate below when you prefer to serve. Mark (1) for your first choice; (2) for your second choice; and (3) for your third choice In the 
appropriate boxes. Petit jurors serve for approximately one week. Grand Jurors serve on an Irregular fichedule for a longer perrod 

D Jan. D Feb. D Mar. D Apr. D May D June D July D Aug. D Sept. D Oct. D Iwv. D Dec. 

12. Was this filled out and signed by yourself? Dyes D no Signature __ 

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 

D Qualified o Exempt ___ D Excused ___ D CommiSSioner 
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were determined to be "no-showl! from a previous summons are selected 

first, followed by those who were previously summoned and deferred to 

this particular service date, followed by those qualified jurors who 

preferred this service month first, second or third, respectively. A 

random sort is performed on the latter group of jurors to satisfy the 

specified number of jurors requested. Summons are automatically addressed 

to those who have been dravffi and) after mailing, there remains the possibility 

of some summons being returned due to address change, late exemption, 

excusal or deferral. The updating of jurors' cards also occurs at 

this time, through the use of key punched cards. 

When jurors report on their sCheduled date of service, their names 

are matched against an attendance card which is produced at the time 

of summoning. These cards are numbered consecutively, beginning with 

"1" and the number then becomes the juror's juror service number. The 

juror's attendance is recorded on this card. If a juror is impaneled 

on a trial case, the number of day8 the juror spends on the trial is 

manually recorded. 

Payments are made for service by punching a card with information 

pertaining to per diem fee and mileaf,e reimbursement. A payroll check 

is calculated and printed by the computer; the juror master file is updated, 

and a check registered listing is produced. 

In addition, the following statistical rerorts were programmed for 
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jury system operations in the 18th Judicial Circuit, and can be obtained'upon 

authorized request: 

1. Geographical distribution of prospective jurors drawn from 

source list for master file~ 

2. Geographical distribution of questionnaire recipients; 

3. Jury Commissioners' classification results by age grouping; 

4. Listing of no returns from prospective jurors Hho Here mailed 

questionnaires; and, 

5. Distribution of preferred months of service. 

These computer-generated reports continue to provide statistical 

information to the courts, lending assistance, Hhere needed, to jury 

selection and management decisions. It Has the belief of the Jury 

Management Project that the automated jury syst2m has accomplished its 

previously stated objectives. In accordance Hith the findings produced 

through continued system monitoring, necessary changes and modifications 

to the system are being made. 
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IX. ELEMENT 8 - STATUTES 

Element 8 of the Jury Management Project's Final Report is devoted 

to the study of "Statutes." In contrast to the complexity of jury system 

functions under the old statutes, this section presents data and fir.dings 

as they pertain to the proposed and subsequently adopted reform of the 

Illinois Revised Statutes. The introduction of new legialation to jury 

system functions in the 18th Judicial Circuit is also discussed herein. 

A. General Information and Proposed Reform 

Findings: 

At the time of the Jury Management Project's study, there were 102 

counties in the State of Illinois, only two, DuPage County and Cook 

County, were single-county circuits. Separate statutory requirements 

governed counties other than DuPage and Cook, with respect t~ drawinR 

jurors. 

At the onset of the Jury Nanagement Project, the project staff 

undertook a ~~udy which determined the degrees of sensitivity and public 

accountability contained in the Illinois Revised Statutes, Chapter 78, 

with regard to human and financial resources. Also, project staff wished 

to establish the suitability of the statutes for conducting and processing 
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jury system functions. 

Project findings determined the Illinois Revised Statutes to be 

restrictive, as well as preventing moderL, useful techniques necessary 

for the efficient processing of the uDdertakings of the Jury Commission 

Office. The major hinderences as defined by the staff of the Jury 

l1anagement Project included: 

1. Delivery of the jury summons by personal service of the Sheriff; 

2. A 10:00 A.M. reporting hour for petit juro~s; and, 

3. A two-week term of jury service. 

Furthermore, the result of this study revealed that DuPage County 

was not in conformity with the State statutes; and that the Circuit Court 

Rules did not always comport with the statutory mandates. 

Recommendations and Results: 

Discrepancies were brought to the attention of the Court Administrator, 

Administrator, the Jury Commissioners and the Committee appointed by the 

Chief Judge to revise the Circuit Court Rules. 

During the first quarter of 1978, with the cooperation of Hon. Gene 

Hoffman and Hon. Lee Daniels, members of the House of Representatives, 

from the 40th District, the Jury Management Prolect drafted a 

proposal for legislative changes. Specifically, House Bill #2032 
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made it permissible for single-county circuits to summon jurors by first 

class mail, delegating this responsibility to the Clerk of the Circuit 

Court. I 
In addition, House Bill #2032 allowed the Chief Judge of a 

single-county circuit to determine individual lengths of jury service. 

(See Exhibit 8-A). 

The Rules of the Circuit Court for the 18th Judicial Circuit were 

revised on September 1, 1977, thereby modifying all jury system procedures 

to conform with the statutory changes. 

To further irrlprove the administration of the Jury Commission Office, 

House Bill #0339, (effective August 4, 1977) provided for the disposition 

of Jury Commission office records, more than four years of age. 

(See Exhibit 8-B). 



X. ELEMENT 9 - JURY SYSTEM PLAN 

The final element for study by the Jury Management Project consisted 

of the IIJury System Plan. 1I This section categorizes its discussion in 

the following manner: 

1. Jury system operations and responsibilities including procedures 

necessary for the alleviation of problems with office procedures; 

and, 

2. Reorganization of the Jury Commission Office, including a 

consolidation of jury system functions under a newly created 

position of Jury Administrator. 

A. Jury System Operations and Responsibilities 

Findings: 

In accomplishing the aforementioned objectives in DuPage County, 

a major area of study was undertaken by the Jury Management Project; 

that being the way in which office procedures were practiced in the 

Jury Commission Office. Long before November, 1977, at which time the 

Assistant Project Director was appointed as ~n interim Jury AdministraTo~ 

by the Chief Judge, the project staff identified and recorded in sequence, 

all office functions required in tne selection, management and compensat~on 
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of jurors. The result of this study ind icated ':hat the Jury Commission 

Office methods and management techniques were in desperate need of 

attention. The selection pY'oceJures, as well as recordskeeping methods 

were antiquated, repetitive and inefficient. 

Recommendations and Pesult~~: 

As a result of its f inc: ine;s, the Jury Mana~e'lJfcnt Proj ect, shortly 

thereafter, began imp12mentat ion of the folloHinz. :;-,roced1lres in order 

to alleviate the problem ()~: outdated anil 'l::c~l«s!;3::;f f ice ~,rocec:'11res: 

2. Use of the services or D~Fage County's Data I~ocessing Department; 

3. Hicrofilming of r'i~cords wllert:: nect;':ssary A:!d destpucti on of others; 

4. Renta] of a key ~Iunr::h f.1::lchin," for batch processing of computer 

information; and, 

5. Centralization of the jury systef.1 functions unjer the direction 

and supe,;.'vision of a cJUl'y Admini s~:L'a t,:)r. 

It was the desire of the Jury Management ~roject to provide for 

continued monitoring of the ne\v jury system, even a.::ter the termination 

ot the grant. As previously mentioned, the existing staff of the 

Jury Commission Office was not equipF'2d to cope with t1.<J types of jury 
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management methods and techniques which pl'oject staff had introduced' 

to the 18th Judicial Circuit through its study, nor were they in a position 

of maintaining the same stand.ards of jury administration :in the years 

ahead. 

Recognizing the need to provide the Cil'cuit Court with an upgrading 

of its managerial capa'0ilities within the ,Jlll'y Cor.ll',;_,:~~i()n Office, the 

Jury Hanagement Project draft8d a proposal which would consolidate all 

jury system functions under a centl'al author' i 1)' Vil:i Ie reorganizing the 

Jury Commission Office. 

A final proposal for ~eocg1nl~ln~ dr~ cc~solidatjng jury system 

functions Has issued by the sta1';. 'J: the JUl'V !·lanager.1ent Proj ect, in 

November, 1977. (S€e Lxhibi t 9-'\.) Upon '~l1blTliss ion to t~,~ Chi ef 

Judge and the Jury Commissioners, this r:;roposal was presented, in joint 

session, to the County Board's Building<j Corrmittee and rinance Committee, 

where it was subsequentlYil:;PI'ovr:;d; fiwil .-1utLorizat ion was granted by 

the County Board. The new position of .Jury A(lminlstrator is n0W classified 

under the County's Pay Plan14 as I:xecut ive 1. 

As a result of this pcoposal, as well as tbE'; modern jury system 

methods now employed by the ,Jury Commissi()n Offic(;, the Assistant Proj ect 

Director served as an interim ,Jury Administrator from November, 1 g77 

to March, 1978. During this period of time, he became directly involvEd 

14DuPage County Position Cldc:;sifjr,,t:LOTl Find Pay Plan, 1978. 

..~ 
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in managing and mon~toring the automated jury selection and tracking 

system. Documentation concer:1ing this system is available through the 

Office uf Court Administrati0n, upon request. 

A permanent Jury Administrator Has selected by tr,e Jury Commissioners 

and the Chief Judge in March, 1978. Expectedly, all of the jury 

management activi tes nOH under' the auspices of the Jury Management Proj ect 

Here transferred to the Jury Administrator, so that the Circuit Court 

of the 18th Judicial Circuit might continue to benefit from progress 

in jury system t8chniques. 



XI. SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR IMPLEMENTATION 

The following recommendations were supported and substantiated by 

suggestions and statistical information included in previous quarterly 

reports of the Jury ~1anagement Proj ect . The Proj ect Director and 

Assistant Project Director met with the Circuit Judges, Jury Commissioners 

and other appropriate County officials to discuss the implementation of 

these changes. In this regard, the final recommendations which follow were 

managed by the Office of Court Administration, the Jury Commission Office 

and the Sheriff's Office, in accordance with established offic!e procedures an 

guidelines. Additional consideration was ~iven to Statute changes, Rules 

of Court revisions and Jury service methods. A summary of the final 

recommendations made by the Jury 1-1anagement Proj ect follo,,",-' 

A. Recommendations Re: General Court Administration 

1. The term of jury service should be for a one week period, unless a 

trial extends into a second week. 

2. Trial starts (panel requests) should be limited to Mondays, Tuesdays 

and Wednesdays. There should be no jury pool on Thursdays or Fridays. 

3. The number of jury sessions per year should be increased to 46. 

4. The supervision and/or administration of the postponing and excusing 
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process of qualified jurors should be transferred from the Court 

Administrator and delegated to the Jury Administrator. 

5. The court should continue to follow a policy of allowing postponement 

of a jury summons on the basis of personal and business consideration. 

These cons idera t ions include immed ia te business press'~res, a planned 

vacation, seasonal business and a variety of:amily, health and 

financial problems. 

6. The court should establish a policy' which Hill allow the prospective 

juror the right to two postponer:lents of the jury service term. The 

combination of both should. net >?xcped tHelve months. 

7. The court should continue to use the juror telephone "call-in" system, 

permitting daily adjustments to pool size. 

8. The court should r,,,,'1,.;sify,n the confidential juror information instrument 

for voir dire use and ensure a system of restricted use in or·der 

to keep as much confidentiality as possible. 

9. The court should maintain the Jury Lounge Hhich was completed and 

designed to provide for 30% more space, increase in the size of the 

restroom facilities, and relocation of the Jury Director's office 

to a more convenient and accessible area. 

10. The court should continue F'l'ovision for free coffee and tea in the 

Jury Lounge from 10:00 A.M. to 3:00 P.M. on Mondays, Tuesdays and 
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Wednesdays as initiated under the Jury M~nagement Project. 

11. The court should issue a free lunch ticket to the cafeteria in the 

County Complex for each juror. 

12. An increase in the amount of travel allowance for jurors from $ .10 -to 

$.20 should be maintained. 

13. The County Board should create the position of "Information Booth 

Specialist" on a permanent basis. 

14. The court should continue to increase juror productivity by 

establishment of a more adequate ratio between the number of jurors 

in the pool to the number of jurors needed by the court, in the 

following manner. 

(a) Trial judges shall notify the Chief Judge of an anticipated 

lengthy trial and/or a trial requiring an unusually large 

panel in time to allow foY' the summoning of extra jurors; 

(b) All trial judges shall provide the Jury Director each Friday with 

the anticipated juror needs for the following week (an 

appropriate form should be made available). 

(c) All trial judges shall indicate on the same form, any days 

they will not be available for court calls; 

(d) All trial judges shall make a preliminary panel request ror 
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Tuesday and vlednesday by telephone or memorandum to the 

Jury Supervisor before l~: 00 P. M. ; 

(e) If and when predictable, trial judges shall make a preliminary 

request to the Jury Supervisor, indicating the approximate time 

a jury panel might be needed; 

(f) Panels of 24 prospective jurors should be provided for all cases 

requiring a twleve man jury, and panels of 15 for a six man 

jury, unless a judge requests a different number to meet the 

needs of the court case. 

B. Recommendations Re: Jury Commission Office 

1. The Jury Commission should continue to create the "Active Juror List" 

by drawing from the voter's registration (source) list each October of 

odd numbered years, in the following manner: 

(a) The names taken from the general list for the active list 

must not be less than 5% of the aggregate thereof; 

(b) If the desired number of names for the active list is to 

exceed 5%, the total number of names on the general list 

should be divided by the number of names to be placed on the 

active list; the whole number nearest the quotient shall be 

the high number of the range; 
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(c) The "key number" f01.~ making the selection shall then be 

determined by a random method from the numbers one to the 

high number, both inclusive; 

(d) The required number of names shall then be selected from the 

general list by taking, in order, the first name on this list 

corresponding to the starting number and then, successively, 

the names appearing on the general list at intervals equal to 

the "key number"; 

(e) It is further recommended that, after the general list 

has been arranged by towns and precincts, the count shall 

run continuously. 

2. The Jury Commission should endeavor to automate all recordskeeping 

processes, where possible, by: 

(a) Using the services of the DuPage County Data Processing Department; 

(b) Purchasing necessary equipment; 

(c) Microfilming records as required and destroying others; and, 

(d) Authorizing the Jury Administrator, upon the date of implementing 

automated office procedures, to remove all names from the active 

list and notify prospective jurors of this act. 
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3. The Jury Commission should acquire the future services of an on-line 

computer, (same as that used for judicial functions). 

C. Recommendations Re: Sheriff's Office 

1. The Sheriff should authorize the Jury Administrator to execute summons 

as his designate. The Jury Administra-tor should provide a certified list 

of jurors summoned for each jury session to the Sheriff. 

D. Recom:nendatiqD§ Re: Rules of Court 

1. The information obtained from the qualification questionnaires should 

be used by the Jury Commissioners to determine the status of people 

on the active list. 

2. The qualification questionnaire should be continuously revieVled and 

revised in order to increase the qualification yield via the 

reduction of the number of people excused, particularly if the length 

of the term of jury service is further reduced. 

3. In the future, a combination of the separate steps of qualifying and 

summoning into one step, also knoVlD as self qualification, is recommended. 

E. Recommendations Re: Statute Changes 

1. A proposal for legislative changes in Chapter 78 of the Illinois 

Revised Statutes has been undertaken to amend acts concerning: 
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(a) The summoning of jurors by char.g;ing the requirements of delivery 

of 'the summons by certified mail to delivery by first class mail. 

(b) To change the hour petit jurors are to report form 10:00 A.M. 

to such other hour as the judge shall direct. 

(c) To eliminate the requirement of petit jurors repo:r'ting for two 

week terms, (leave to the direction of the Chief Judge). 

(d) The court and ,Jury Commission should endeavor to review said 

statutes and introduce legislative changes as necessary. 

F. Recommendations Re: Jury Service and Orientation Methods 

\ 

1. Prospective jurors should continue to be instructed to report directly 

to a courtroom for the enrollment procedures and the orientation process. 

2. For the first day of service, prospective jurors should continue to 

be summoned to appear at 9:00 A.M. 

3. The Juror Handbook should be continuously reviewed and revised, and it 

should be distributed to prospective jurors immediately after the 

orientation process. 

4. A Juror Information pamphlet should be developed for inclusion with 

the jury summons. 
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5. Audio-visual equipment should be maintained and the materials and 

programs for juror us:~. community information and miscellaneous court 

activities should be revised, if appropriate. 

6. Inclusion of the jury service certificate in the Juror Handbook 

should occur. 

7. On the first day of jury service, the jury pool should continue to be 

divisions of 24. Each sub-set shall be a panel of 24, and all sub-sets 

should be used before new panels are cre~ted. 



XII. TOPICS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

From all indications, the Jury Management Study Project in the 18th 

Judicial Circuit has been very successful. During the past 1~ years, 

considerable progress was made in the improvement in the utilization of 

both human and financial resources, resulting in a more effective and 

efficient jury system for DuPage County. Additionally, the creation of 

the Jury Administrator position has allowed this circuit court to upgrade 

its managerial capabilities within the jury system, thereby insuring 

continued community responsiveness and cost effectiveness. 

During the life of the grant, the Jury Management Project has become 

aware of a strong commitment by the judges of the 18th Judicial Circuit to 

the continuing development of an effective and proficient jury system. 

Therefore, the Circuit Court of DuPage County has indicated its intention to 

continue the activities of the Jury Management Project after the termination 

of the grant by transferring those responsibilities to the Jury Administrator. 

Admittedly, the subject of juror utilization and juror management is 

everchanging as information and findings are shared among other courts, 

and management improvements in the selection and use of jurors are pursued. 

Bearing this in mind, the Jury Management Project now introduces the 

following points of interest for future study. 

A. Element 1 - Selection Methods 

1. Combination Driver's License/Voter's Registration list to 

obtain a new source list. 
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2. Combination of qualifying and su~noning as a one-step 

process. 

3. Continued monitoring of automated jury selection process. 

B. Element 2 - Responsiveness to Court Needs 

1. Assist the Court!s CaSE:: Coordinator in the study and analysis of Case 

Coordination Unit. 

2. In response to information avail'i:.le from caseflow study, 

implement any new r-rocedur·es i.eCE:SSary to improve juror 

utilization. 

C. Element 3 - Jury Service Methods 

1. Continued development of a predictable ratio between trials 

anticipated to trials actually held. 

D. Element 6 - Citizens! Awareness 

1. Continuation of public presentations to citizens! groups. 

2. Continued distribution of Jury Exit Questionnaire for comparison 

of results with previous findings. 

E. Element 7 - Paperwork 

1. Continued monitoI,ing of office procedures involving automatic,. 
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F. Elemen~ 8 - Statutes 

1. Propose and ~ssist in bringing about necessary legislative 

changes for other than single county circuits. 

G. Element 9 - Jury System Plan 

1. Finalize necessary plans for the court's adoption of the 

one day/one trial jury system. 
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Exhibit 3-A 

'WEEK OF 

M)N. 

TUES. 

VJEJ)S. 

THURS. 

FRI. 

WEEK OF 

M)N. 

TUES. 

VJEJ)S. 

'lliURS . , 

FRI, 

ONE-~Y MILEAGE 
(Hane - Courthouse) 

! 
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OU PAGE COUNTY JUROR'S CERTIFICATE DATE 

John W. Cockrell 
Clerk of the 
Eighteenth Judicial Court 

TO THE 
ORDER OF 

STATE OF ILLINOIS 

DU PAGE COUNTY 
Eighteenth Judicial Circuit 

PAY EXACTLY DOLLARS AND 

CONTINENTAL ILLINOIS NATIONAL BANK 
& TRUST COMPANY OF CHICAGO 

NBR. 

NBR. 
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DU PAGE WARRANT ADVICE 
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STATE OF ILLINOIS NBR. 

DU PAGE CO UNTY 
Eighteenth Judicial Circuit 
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.? 
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CENJ:i; $ 

~ a 



Exhibit 3-C 

JUROR EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE RESULTS 

Jan., Feb. and March, 1977 
Jan., Feb. and March, 1978a 
June, July and Aug., 1978b 

(2 week jury term) 
(1 week jury term) 
(1 week jury term) 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend in the courthouse? 

1977 
1978a 
1978b 

a) 20-29 hrs. b) 30-39 hrs. c) 40-49 hrs. d) 50-59 hrs. e) more than 60 hrs. 

8% 
63% 
60% 

24% 
24% 
29% 

31% 
10% 

2% 

20% 
2% 
0% 

17% 
1% 
3% 

2. Of these hours, how many did you spend in the Jury Lounge? 
a) less than 10 b) 10-19 c) 20-29 d) 30-39 e) 40-49 f) more than 50 

1977 12% 22% 29% 27% 5% 2% 
1978a 32.6% 42% 22.6% 2.4% 0% .3% 
1978b 24% 38% 26% 6% 0% 0% 

3. How many times was your number drawn and you reported to a courtroom? 
a) none b) once c) twice d) three times e) four times f) 5 or more 

1977 7% 14% 17% 29% 15% 18% 
1978a 5.3% 40.5% 38,; 11.6% 3.5% 1% 

4. How many times did you report to a courtroom and were not chosen to hear ,the case' 
a) none b) once c) twice d) three times e) four or more times 

1978b 30% 32% 25% 7% 1% 

5. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror on a case? 

a) none b) once c) twice d) three times e) four or more times 

1977 20% 39% 27% 7% 2% 
1978a 48.4% 43.8% 7.4% .4% 0% 
1978b 36% 49% 7% 0% 0% 

6. How would you rate the following factors? 
a) judge's welcome and information: 

GOOD ADEQUATE POOR 

1977 84% 13% 3% 
1978a 79.7% 18.3% 1% 
1978b 87% 10% 1% 

b) Jury Director's information and directions: 

1977 82% 13% 1% 
1978a 88% 10% 1% 
1978b 88% 9% 0% 
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c) Juror orientation film: 

GOOD ADEgUATE POOR 

77% 17% 2% 

d) Pin-on JUROR badge, with certificate of service: 

72% 21% 1% 

e) Juror Lounge: 

62% 37% 1% 
68% 31% 1% 
71% 25% 0% 

f) Personal concerns (emergencies, etc.): 

71% 27% 1% 
76.5% 22% 1% 

74% 16% 1% 

g) General treatment by court personnel: 

70% 29% .03% 
85.5% 13.5% .89% 

84% 9% 0% 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? 

Yes vfuy? Self employed - EmpJoyer will withhold wages 

14% 6% 5% 
16% 4. 3/~ 6.4% 
24% 8% 9% 

Ne Vlhy? Not employed Employer will not deduct wages 

86% 11% 48% 
84% 16% 47% 
72% 22% 33/~ 

8. Did your service cause you considerable personal inconvenience? 

Yes 

12% 
6.5% 

No 

87% 
93.5% 

9. Please indicate sex. a) Female b) Male 

39% 
42.2% 

54% 

61% 
57.8% 

44% 
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10. Did your service cause you considerable professional interference? 

1977 -
1978a -

Yes 

25% 
15% 

No 

70% 
85% 

11. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? 

a) favorable b) unfavorable c) more favorable d) less favorable 

1977 
1978a -
1978b -

46% 
45% 
69% 

7% 
3% 
6% 

35% 
36% 
10% 

14% 
6J~ 

9% 

12. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

a) Jury Lounge could be supplied with more reading material: 

1977 11% 
1978a - 10% 

b) Jury selection process should be changed or improved: 

1977 
1978a - 11% 

21~~ 

c) Felt uninformed: 

1977 3% 
1978a - 5% 

d) Felt too much time was wasted: 

1977 63% 
1978a - 52% 

No Response 

1977 11% 
1978a - 19% 

13. How long a term of jury service would you prefer? 

One Week Two Week ----- No Response 

1977 3n 58% 5% 
1978a - 77% 14% 7% 

14. Please check age bracket. 
a) 18-20 yrs. b) 21-30 yrs. c) 31-65 yrs. d) over 65 yrs. 

19 
1977 2% 16% 76% 6% 
1978a - 2.1% 17.1% 72.5% 8.2% 

7% 20% 64% 7% 
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Script: 
Filming: 

Exhibit 3- ~ 

lIyOU ARE A JUROR" 

Script for TV tape to be shown.at 
Jury Orientation sessions. 

TV presentation to be followed by 
welcome, appreciation, thanks, etc. 
by judge in person. 

Adjourn to Jury Lounge for further 
instructions from Juror Supervisor. 

JURY MANAGEMENT STUDY PROJECT 
Assisted by DAVEA 

Antone Hotle, Assistant Project Director 
Bruce Taylor, Department Chairman, DAVEA 

Technical 
Assistance: DAVEA Students 
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While court buildings, procedures, fashions, technology and 
laws have undergone dramatic changes in America's two hundred 
year history, the basic concept of dispensing justice in the 
United States has not changed. 

The right of trial by jury is guaranteed by Section 13 of 
Article I of the Illinois Constitution of 1970 and by similar 
provisions of the United States Constitution. Under these ,. 
guarantees, this right has been held to be the right of trial 
by jury as it existed under the common law and as enjoyed at the 
time of the adoption of the several Illinois Constitutions. It 
is the right to have the facts in controversy determined, under 
the direction and superintendence of a judge, by a unanimous 
verdict of 12 impartial jurors who possess th8 q~alifications 
and are selected in the manner prescribed by law. 

The Jury Commission, in accordance with law, prepares a list of 
legal voters. This is known as the jury list. Names of jurors 
are drawn by lot from this prepared jury list. You were selected 
in this manner. 

You have been summoned to become an officer of the Circuit Court 
of the 18th Judicial Circuit, DuPage County, Illinois. Your 
instructions read for a term of service of approximately one 
week. Of course, if you are serving on trial and it is not 
completed by Friday evening, you are required to complete that 
trial. Approximately 10% of our trials extend into the second 
week. Personal inconvenience may be caused by jury service, but 
if we are to preserve trial by jury as part of our democratic 
way of life, it is necessary that citizens of all walks of life 
serve on juries. 

To serve as a juror is one of the highest responsibilities of 
citizenship, just as it is to vote or to serve in the defense of 
your country. Once you have served on a jury, you will find this 
experience worthwhile and important and you will always remember 
the part you played in the court system. Faithful performance 
of your duties as a juror is vital to the administration of justice. 

Yes, the concept of trial by jury has remained the same in America. 
The reason is simple: it works. It works because you, the 
American juror, have always served honestly, conscientiously, and 
with plain good old common sense. 

This year, over 120,000 trials will be judges by close to a million 
citizens across our country; accounting for more than ninety 
percent of all the jury trials in the world. 

You are now a group of people we call a "Jury Pool." A Jury Pool 
includes all jurors selected for a specific term of service. - From 
this jury pool a jury panel is randomly selected for each trial. 
This panel will be 24 or more jurors. If your name is drawn, you 
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will be escorted along with the other panel members, to the 
courtroom by a court employee. You are now available to be 
involved in the selection process and to be seated in the 
Jury Box as a juror for a specific case. Out of each panel, 
a jury of 12 will be selected. 

If this is the first time you've been called for jury service, 
you may be unfamiliar with the jobs of the various people who 
work every day in a courtroom. Centered at the end of the 
courtroom is, of course, the judge. The role of the judge is to 
secure a fair and orderly trial, to determine what evidence is 
legally admissible for the jury's consideration and to instruct 
the jury as to the rules of law applicable to the case. 

In criminal caseq,the law requires the judge to fix the punishment 
if the defendant is found guilty. Each judge is an attorney, and 
is responsible for the conduct of the trial according to law. In 
jury trials, the judge instructs the jury on the law as it applies 
to each particular case. 

The DuPage County Sheriff's deputies act as the court's bailiff 
and matron. It is their responsibility to maintain order in the 
court. 

Seated to the side of the judge is the court clerk, a DuPage 
County employee who is responsible for any documents or physical 
evidence which is admitted in the trial. 

Also seated near the judge is a court reporter. The court ~eporter 
produces a certified word for word, written record of the trial. 

Seated in the front part of the courtroom are the attorneys and 
the litigants they represent. In a criminal trial, the prosecuting 
attorney is sitting nearest the jury. In a civil trial, the 
plaintiff is the party who has filed the lawsuit which is to be 
tried and sits closest to the jury. 

Opposite is the defense attorney, who represents the defendant. 
In a criminal case, the defendant is being tried to determine 
whether or not he or she has violated a law. In a civil case, 
the defendant and the plaintiff are parties who have come to the 
court to have the court settle a disagreement between them. 

Persons who may have some knowledge of the facts pertaining to 
either a civil or criminal case may be called upon by either of 
the attorneys to testify under oath as witnesses. 

And then there is you, the juror. Your responsibility is the 
protection of our rights and liberties in handing down the verdict 
of the court. 

A fair and impartial and a just verdict depends upon the joint 
efforts of the jury as finders of the facts, the judge as presiding 
officer and authority on the law~ and the lawyers as examiners 
and advocates. 
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The "Court Clerk" is ready to draw 12 numbers. If you are 
selected, you will be seated in the IIJury Box. II 

You will be questioned by the judge and he may also permit the 
lawyers to supplement that questioning. If you cannot be fair 
and impartial after you learn the nature of the case, you may 
be excused from serving. The lawyers have a duty to ask proper 
questions to assist them in deciding which jurors to select. You 
should be patient and cooperative. It may seem to you that some 
of the questions are personal, but it is not intended that any 
question should embarass 01" reflect upon a juror in any way. No 
person should be offended if he is excused from sitting as a 
juror. The law permits each attorney to excuse a certain number 
of jurors without giving reasons. 

Number 46 ... Rhoda Alexander. 

Mrs. Alexander: Here, sir. (Mrs. Alexander takes a seat in the jury box.) 

Clerk: 

Mr. McGill: 

NARRATOR: 

Judge: 

NARRATOR: 

Number 97 ... Charles McGill. 

Yes, sir. (Mr. McGill also takes a seat.) 

This process continues un:il 12 prospective jurors have been 
seated in the jury box. At this point, you and the other jurors 
probably do not knm'l the kind of layl suit being considered. 

You may serve as a juror in either civil or criminal cases. In 
civil cases, the plaintiff brings his suit against the defendant 
by filing his complaint for damages or other relief and the 
plaintiff has the burden of proving his case. 

In criminal cases, the defendant is charged by indictment or 
information and the State has the burden of proving the defendant 
guilty beyond a reasonable doubt. 

It is the duty of the State's Attorney to prosecute. 

A Jury trial begins with the selection of jurors, a process 
called voir dire. 

Ladies and gentlemen, this is a criminal case in which the 
defendant has been accused of violating the law of the State 
of Illinois. In selecting a jury for this case, this court and 
the litigants in this court and the litigants in this case have 
a right to select the most impartial jury possible to hear the. 
case. In order to do this, I must ask you some questions cOBcerning 
any possible relationship you may have to the parties involved or 
any prior knowledge you may have concerning the facts of thi~ -
case. Now the charge that has been brought against the defendant 
accuses him of violating the criminal code of the State of Illinois. 

The judge is now explaining in detail the exact nature of the 
charge brought against the defendant and will then ask the jurors 
some questions; the judge is entirely depenaant on the candidness 
of the juror's reponses. 
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Do any of you know the defendant in this case? If so, please 
raise your hand. 

(Jurors shake heads) 

NARRATOR: The law authorizes the judge to excuse individual jurors from 
service in a particular case for various reasons. To establish 
these reasons, the judge will ask you specific questions. This 
process "challenges" the juror's impartiality. Many of the 
questions asked will be based upon the questionnaire you recently 
filled out and presented to the Clerk when you registered this 
morning. 

Each attorney is allowed a certain number of peremptory challenges 
and an unlimited number of challenges for cause. 

A peremptory challenge is one for which no reason for a juror's 
excusal must be given to the judge. On the other hand, if an 
attorney wishes to excuse you for cause, he must state his cause 
to the judge who Hill then rule on w1.lether the attorney's challenge 
is proper. 

Judge: Mrs. Alexander, I see that you work for the Juvenile Services 
Commission. 

Mrs. Alexander: Yes, that is correct. 

Judge: In your capacity there, do you ever have contact Hith the Juvenile 
Division of the police department? 

Mrs. Alexander: Yes, as a cas0worker, I often have occasion to speak with the 
officers. 

Judge: Detective Daniel Williams is the officer in charge of the case 
before us today. Do you knOH him? 

Mrs. Alexander: Yes, I have worked on a number of cases with him. 

Defense Atty. : Your Honor, I move to have Mrs. Alexander excused for cause. In 
addition, Your Honor, I would like to exercise one of my peremptory 
challenges and ask that Mr. McGill be excused. 

Judge: 

NARRATOR: 

Mrs. Alexander, Mr. McGill, you may be excused. Clerk, will you 
call two more jurors please? 

The defense attorney has successfully exercised a challenge for 
cause because he feels that Mrs. Alexander's working relationship 
with the officer may make her sympathetic to the prosecutor's 
case. The peremptory callenge of Mr. McGill was unexplained as 
are all peremptory challenges. When a juror is excused, it is 
in no way a reflection upon him nor does it question his competence 
in any way. The process of questioning and challenging continues 
until twelve persons are accepted as jurors. When the selection 
of the jury is completed, the judge orders the clerk to swear the 
jury to try the case. 
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Do you and each of you solemnly swear or affirm that you will
well and truly try the issues joined in the case now here pending, 
and unless discharged by the court, a true verdict render; ?nd 
that you will do so solely on the evidence introduced and in 
accordance with the instructions of the court, so help you God? 

I do. 

The Judge also dismisses the remai~ing members of the panel 
to return to the Juror's Lounge. They are again members of 
the Jury Pool and are available to be drawn for another panel 
to be sent to another court. 

Many trials are settled at the last minute. Your availability 
as jurors causes many litigants to agree to disposition without 
a jury tr ial. 

As the trial begins, the prosecutor or the lawyer for the 
plaintiff usually makes an opening statement, telling you what 
he or she claims and outlining the evidence that he or she 
expects to present to prove that case. The defendant's lawyer 
then may present the other side of the case in a similar state
ment. These statements are merely to organize the case in 
your minds and are not to be regarded as evidence by you. 

Evidence is that body,of statements and objects used to 
establish the facts of a case. Evidence may be an article such 
as a document, a gun, a tool, a photograph or some other tangible 
thing supported by SvlOrn witness testimony. Testimony itself 
may be evidence. In fact, most of the evidence in most cases is 
in the form of witness testimony. 

Pay close attention to each witness as he or she testifies, not 
only to hear what is said, but also to watch his or her manner 
and expressions. It is your sole responsibility to determine 
the facts of the case from all of the evidence presented. 

During the course of the trial, especially prior to a recess, 
the judge will advise you that it is your duty not to speak with 
anyone about anything that has gone on in the courtroom. Even 
speaking to your husband or wife about the case can be an act 
of contempt punishable by fine or imprisonment. A wise policy 
for you to follOl'1 is to avoid even the appearance of an improper 
discussion. 

As a matter of fact, if you believe that someone has purposely 
tried to talk to you concerning the case, it would be your drtty 
to relate the incident to the judge immediately. Make sure that 
while you are in the courtroom, elevators, corridors, restaur.ants, 
or anywhere else that you do not talk with lawyers, their clients, 
or any other person interested in any way in the trial of the 
case. 

You should also know t~at it would be a violation of your duty as 
a juror to conduct your own investigation of the case. For 
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instance, you should not visit the scene of an accident or 
crime or make any attempt to question witnesses on your own. 

The lawyers in the trial bear the complete responsibility for 
presenting their client's case. 

There will be times during the course of the trial, when the 
lawyers will step up close to the judge's bench to hold a 
private conversation. Such conversations are not for the jury 
to hear. They concern technical points of law and courtroom 
procedures. You are not to concern yourselves with these matters. 

After all the evidence has been introduced, the lawyers will sum 
up their cases for you. This final or closing argument is not 
evidence. However, you should still listen to these argum~nts 
carefully because each lawyer will attempt to describe v;hat he 
or she thinks has been ~roved by the evidence he or she presented. 
Each lawyer will also ask you to reach a verdict in favor of his 
or her client. 

At the conclusion of the final arguments, the judge will instruct 
you on the law that applies to the case you have just heard. Pay 
close attention to the instructions because you, in turn, will 
have to apply the law to the facts that you have determined to 
be true. You must accept the law exactly as given to you by the 
judge. For the purposes of the case which you are hearing, the 
judge is the final authority on the law. 

After the judge has instructed you on the lal'l, the deputy will 
then take you to the jury room for your deliberation. Your 
first duty in deliberation will be to elect a foreman. The fore
man acts as the chairman of the ju::::,y. It is that person's duty 
to see that discussion is carried on in a free but orderly manner, 
and will provide every juror an opportunity to express himself 
or herself. The foreman will also manage the balloting. 

In weighing evidence, there is a difference between the degree 
of proof required to establish a criminal case and that required 
to establish a civil case. 

The judge will explain to you, in the instructions, the issues 
in the case and the burden of proof on the issues you are hearing. 
You are to decide the facts solely upon the testimony given under 
oath in court and the exhibits admitted in evidence. This is the 
most important part of your duty. 

The lawyers' arguments naturally are conflicting. If they were 
not in conflict with each other, there would have been no need 
for a trial in the first place. 

To his client, a lawyer owes individual allegiance, the utmost 
application of his learning, skill and industry, and the 
employment of all appropriate legal means within the law to 
protect and enforce legitimate interests. 
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Your job is to listen to the lawyers' oplnlons in their open- . 
ing and closing arguments, listen to all the testimony, look 
at the exhibits, and then decide the facts. 

In your deliberations, there will be differences of opinion 
and arguments. Listen to the opinions, form your own opinions, 
state them, and then vote the way you~ intellect and your con
science tell you to. By all means, keep your minds open to the 
arguments and opinions of others. 

When a verdict has been reached, the foreman will instruct the 
Bailiff that you have arrived at a decision. Do not tell him 
or anyone else what the verdict is until the judge requests it. 

Unless you are a witness in a trial, jury duty is about the only 
place that a citizen may take part in the administration of 
justice. And jury duty is the most important citizen duty of 
all. America is one of just a handful of countries left in the 
world that respects its citizens so highly that it calls upon 
them to sit in judgment of other citizens. This is one of the 
major differences between oux' government and the many other forms 
of governments tho world has known. 

If you should feel for a moment that jury duty is inconvenient, 
stop to picture yourself as a litigant in a trial. And be 
secure in the knowledge that in this country, at least your case 
may be heard not by a soldier or policeman in a barracks or 
stat ionhouse, but in open court, on the record, by someone 
just like you, a citizen, an honorable man or woman, a juror. 

This film covers some general information regarding Jury Service 
in DuPage County. The judge is responsible for the conduct of the 
trial according to law and instructions given to you by the 
presiding judge shall supersede any information stated or implied 
in the film. 
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80th GENERAL ASSEi\i3LY c: 
State of Illinois \.../ 

1977 and 1978 

'NTRODUCED __________ • BY 

SYNOPSIS: (Ch. 78, pars. 9, 9.1, lO, 10.1 and 32) 

Amends Acts concerning the s~noning or jurors by 
changing the requirement of delivery of the sUJr.mcns by 
certified mail to delivery by first class mail and t;le tine 
judges in single county circuits may s~~on the jury panel to 
appear before the court. 

LRB80-5844-JEV/js 

A BILL FOR 
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AU lCT in relation to jurors. 

L~tl.t;~~81lt.o:d in the General Assembly: 

section ~. Sections 9, 9.1, 10 and 10.1 of IOln Act 

5 Goncerlling jt:rOl:s, and to repeal certain Acts therein named". 

a~prcved Pebruary 11, 1874, as amended, are amended to read 

i as follows: 

(Ch. 78, par. 9) 

Sec: 9. In other than single county circuits, if a grand 

9 jary is required by la~ or by the order. of the judge for any 

10 court, the county board in eacA of the counties in this State 

11 wherein such conrt is directed to i:le held, at least 20 days 

12 bHt(}ce :.he time of appearance specified in the su •• ons 

13 

)5 

16 

18 

!9 

20 

23 

::4 

25 

Aereinafter sentioned shall select 23 persons possessing the 

gualif!c3tions pro7ided in Section 2 of this Act, by lot from 

th", j,;ry lis-::: t.o s~H.;~ as grand jurors; the panel ·of the 23 

persons so selected to he known as the regular panel; and 

shall at the same ti~, in like sanner, select 20 additional 

?ecson~ possessing such gualificatlons, the panel of the 20 

additional persons so selected to knowJl as the 

sup.~lellental panal; and cause their clerk within 5 days 

the~eafter to certify the 2 panels properly identified as the 

LeguJ~r. panel and suppleaental pa~el. respectiyely, to the 

cJ.er.k of the court for which t,hey are se~ected, who shall 

issue a SU2aons to each of the 23 persons so selected for the 

regular. panel, at least 10 days before the tille hereinafter 

26 manticosd, cOII~anding him to appear before such co~rt at or 

29 

29 

.30 

31 

J -, • .t. 

before 11:00 a. m. upon the date of appearance of the grand 

iurors establisb,ed pursuant to section 112-3 of thfl "Code of 

r.rilV.lnn.1. Procedure of 1963", approved August 14, 1963, as nov 

aud hereafter amended, to constitute a grand jury. The clark 

of. the court issuing such summons shall on the date of its 

i9SU8nce se~d an original thereof to the sheriff of tha 

14 

16 

17 

18 

20 

.22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

36 

37 

38 

39 

4Q 

41 

42 
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county in which the court is located. The sheriff shall send ~4 

2 an original summons to each of such 23 persons by first clas2 

3 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

ao£tifio£ mail, return £oaeipt requested, addresse~ to each 

such person at his usual place of abode and marked for 

delivery to addressee only. The certificate of the issuing 

cl~rk ot court that he has sent the summons in pursuance of 

this Section is evidence that ~e has done so. The certificate 

of the sheriff that he has mailed the summons pursuant to 
"~ 

this section is' '€i"vidence that he has done so. 

If service of sumaons cannot be made by first class 

eQ.~ifi~QHail. the clerk of court issuing such sU~~ons 

shall, as soon as such fact is determined by return of such 

first class ~~ ~ail ~at serviss, re-issue such 

summons and deliver it to the sheriff of the county wherein 

the court is to be held. at least 10 days before the time ~f 

appearance hereinafter ~ntioned a SURmons commanding him to 

summon the person named therein so selected for the regular 

panel to appear bef~re such court at or before the hour of 

19 11:00 a. m. upon the date of appearance of the grand jurors 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

established pursuant to section 112-3 of the "Code of 

crininal Procedure of '963~q approved August 14, 1963, as nov 

and hereafter a~ended, to constitute a ,grand jury or at such 

time and date as the court &ay order for such re-issued 

summons. The she~ifI shall serve such suamons in the manner 

25 provided in section 11 of this Act. for service of sumao~; by 

26 

27 

28 

29 

30 

31 

the sheriff on petit jurors, and for any refusal or neglect 

so to do. shall be deemed guilty of contempt of court and ~ay 

be fined therefor as provided in section 11 of this Act, for 

default in sumaoning petit jurors. If for any reason the 

panel is not full at the opening of such court, the judge 

shall direct the sheriff to summon, at random, such number G,f 

32 persons named in the suppleBental panel as the judge may 

33 

34 

35 

deter~ine to make available to fill the panel of grand 

jurors, and if the 5upple~ental panel be exhausted dithout 

filling the grand jury panel, the judge shall select by lot 

47 

48 

49 

50 

51 

53 

55 

56 

57 

58 

59 

60 

61 

62 

63 

bL! 

65 

66 

67 

6d 

69 

71 

72 

73 

74 

75 

70 
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!:'CO:ll t::t.:: jury list and direct the sheriff to SOlllllon a 77 

, sufiicier-t nu~ber of persons haYing the qoalifications of 

3 j,.1!:,)I:S, as provided by this Act, to fill the panel; hOliever, 

q ~he co~rt or ju~qe may direct the clerk, at any time prior to 

5 tae iss~auc= of t~e sUllImons for the regulax panel. to include 

Ln the sum~ons~ny specified number of the names listGd on 

7 the 3upplemental panel, in the order in vhich they appearv 

starting with the first and counting consecutively, so that 

9 the persons so designated m~y be available in court for the 

1 C f~lli~g of the grand jury panel r in which case the clerk 

i1 shall also SUMmon such supplelllental panelist by :irst cla~s 
. ., , .. 
13 

1S 

eQ~t~fie4 BGil as in this Section provided for service on 

regulc.r panel selections. In counties having jar! 

cu~~issiouers. the names of the persons to constitute thQ 

regt\la.r and supplelilental pa.nels shall ,be dIlal:lll in the I!IlInner 

16 ~o~ided for the draaing of names of persons to serve ~ 

13 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

patit jurors in such counties; the 23 naMes to provide the 

regular panel shall b~ first dra~n~ and there~pon 20 naaes 

for the 3upplemen~al panel shall be drasll and listed on that 

panel in the order in !ihic.b. they are dravn. 

(Ch. 78. par. 9.1) 

Sec. 9.1. In single count.y circu.i.ts, if a. grand jllrY is 

regu.iJ:ed by law or .by the order o£ the judge for any court, 

the county board in each of the counties in this state 

wherein suca court is directed ~o he held_ at least 20 d~ys 

25 .bafore the tillS of appearance specified in the ~Ulluaon3 

25 

'1.7 

28 

29 

30 

31 

32 

34 

hereinafter mentioned shall select 23 persons posse,ssing the 

ql:alificat.:ions provided in section 2 of th.is Act" by lot froll 

tlte jury list, to serTe as graud jurors; the panel of the 23 

persens 50 selected to ba known as the regular panel; and 

shaLL at the sallie tille, in li.lce manner, select 20 additional 

persons possessing such qualification", the panel at the 20 

additional persons so selected to he known as the 

supolelilental panBl; and cause their clerk within 5 days 

tilereafter to certify the 2 panels pro-perly identified as the 
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25 

26 

27 

28 

29 
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31 

32 

33 

34 

35 

regu~ar panel and supple~ental panel, respectively, to the 

clerk of the court for which they are selected, wno shall 

issue and deliver to the sheriff of the county wherein the 

court is to be held, at least 10 days before the time of 

appearance hereinafter mentioned a sumzons commanding him to 

su~on the 23 persons so selected for the regular pauel to 

appear before such court at ~ SF B9fsE8 ~a~ hour directed by 

the judge af 11900 a.~ upon the date of appearance of the 

grand jurors established pursuant to Section 112-3 of the 

"Code of Criminal Procedure of 1963"_ approved August H. 

1963# as now and hereafter amended q to constitute a grand 

jury. ~he sh'3riff shall serve sllch SU.IIl3ons in the manner 

proTided in Section 11 of this Act, for ser.Tice of summons on 

petit jurors, and for any refusal or neglect so to do, shall 

be deemed guilty of conteapt of court and may ba fined 

therefor as provided in section 11 of this Act, for default 

in sUBlloning petit jurors. I.f for any reason the pane.l is not 

fuli at the opening of.- such court, the judge sha.l.l direct the 

sheriff to sum~onr at randoa q such nUAber of persons named in 

the supple~ental panel as the judge May determine to make 

available to iiLl the panel of grand jurors, and if the 

supple~ental pa~el be e~hausted without filling the grand 

jury panel. the ju~qe 5hal~ select by lot from the jury list 

and direct the sheriff to SURBon a sufficient number of 

persons having the gualifications of jurors, as provided by 

this Act, to fill the panel; ho~ever, the court or judge may 

direct the clerk, at any time prior to the issuance of the 

summons for the regular'panel, to include in the summons any 

specified nq~ber of the names listed on the suppl~meDtal 

panel, in the order in which they appear, starting with the 

first and counting consecutively, so that the persons so 

designated may be available in court for the filling of the 

grand jury panel. In counties haviug jury com~issioners, the 

names of the per.sons to constitute the regular and 

supplemental panels shall be dravn in the manner provided for 
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33 

the drawing of nases of persons to serve as petit jurors in 

such counties; the 23 nases to provide the regular panel 

shall be first drawn and thereupon 20 names for the 

supple~ental panel shall be dr~n and listed on that panel in 

the order in vhich they are draYn. 

(Ch. 7~ par. 10) 

Sec. 10. In other. than singJ.e county circuits, the cleric 

of the court shall. within 5 days atter such drawing.. isslle 

sumBons for a sufricient number of petit juro~s, not less 

than 30 of the persons so drarrn .. giving their .residences and 

comaanding them, to appear at the place of holding such 

court,. at the hour af 10aQG a~ of such day as the judge 

shall direct, and a like nuRber to appear at the same place 

and hour d-veer~4ifte£ Efte tise at which the former number of 

jurors vere sUAaoned to appear .. and. the sa.a nuaber for each 

period 2 ~eaks thereafter the co~t aill probably be in 

sessio1l 6 which su~aons sha~l be served hefore the sitting of 

the COIJrt by the i-ssuing cler.k:.. vho shall enclose such 

sum.ons in envelopes properly addressed to the persons so 

drav~ and ordered to appear before the court, and shall sail 

such ~uamons in such envelopes. first class ee~£ifiG6 mail 

return E8eeip~ requested and aar.k:ed for delivery to addressee 

only_ 

The certificate of tAe issuing clerk that be has sent the 

SUSAons in pursuance of this Section is eyidence that he has 

done so. If service of summons cannot be made by f~i~;~s~t __ ~glaaas;s~ 

&8£&ifie& mail, the issuing clerk, shall re-issue such 

sum.ons that has been returned undelivered and deliver it to 

the sheriff of the county wherein the court is to be held and 

he sha~l make service and return thereof to such issuing 

clerk of the court. 

(Ch. 78, par. 10.1) 

Sec. 10.1. In single county circuits, the cleric of the 

court shall, within five days after such drawing .. issue t·o 

the sheriff a summons, commanding him to summon as petit 
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1 juro~. a suffLcient nunber, not less than thirty' or Lho 

2 persons so dra~n. giving their residences, to appear at the 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

place 0f holding such court. at aa ~ hour af tee e'aleoK 

~ of such day as the judge shall direct, and a like number 

to c,ppe~r at the same place ana holl'r ';lie veoko after t'he tiao 
.!l, 

at: ifhich the farmer nu:aoer of jur.ors vere sUlOlllloned to appear , 

and the same number for each period twa weeks thereafter the 

8 court vill probably be in sessioD g ~hich sum~ons shall be 

9 served before the sitting of the court. 

10 Section 2. Se<::tion 9.1 of "An Act in relation to juqr 

-
11 coamissioners and authorizing judges to appoint such 

12 cOlllaissioners and to make rules concern.i.ng their pOllers and' 

13 duties-, approved Jnne 15. 1887 u as a~ended, is amended to 

14 read as folious: 

15 

16 

17 

18 

(Ch. 18, par. 32.1) 

Sec. 9.1. In single county circuits. tne cnief judge of 

the circuit court of the county shall certify to the c~erk of 

the co~rt the number a£ petit jurors required each Bonth. The 

clerk shall then repair to the office of the jury 

19 cosaissioners and there g in the presence of the persons 

20 

21 

22 

23 

eenti~ed in section B of this Act 9 procegd to draw by lot 

the necessary nnaber of na~es £rom tnose aade available for 

such drawing as in section 8 of this act provided. The clerk 

shall thereupon certify the electors Whose naaes are so dr~Yll 

gud sn~~on them by first class mail, return requested dS 

25 erovided for service of petit and grand jurors selected in 

26 

21 

28 

30 

31 

32 

33 

aAn Act concerning iurors& and to regeal certain Acts therein 

pamed"i approved February '1A 1874, as a~ended te tao saoEiff 

~>leeta;;:s whese llrcH2r€S are 00 aE&!lB. te be cu..,~ 

il seryice of SUlIIlilons cannot be made hv first. class maiL. 

the clerk of the court issuing such summons shall. as s9.9J:L~§'. 

the fact is determined by return of such first class ~ai~ 

undelivered, re-issy~~ygr the summons foe the _jY£Q£ 
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case in Section 9 of "An Act qoveLning 1uroLs, and to repeal 207 
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certain Acts theLein named." approved February 11. 187~. as 

amended. If aore jurors are needed during the month, a judge 

of the court shall so certify. and they shall be drawn and 

certified forth~ith in the manner above provided. Whenever a 
~ 

grand jury is required by law or by order of the court. it 

7 shall be drawn and certified in like man~er. 
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Exhibit 8-B 

-78 § 24 JURORS 

either of such eOllllnission('rs, assigllillg )'cason~ ther('fur, anc! fill all yacnncil's 
occurring in the office of allY snch COllllllissiollCI'S by dcath, resigllatioll or 
rcmoval. 
As alllcnded 1067, Junc 20, Laws 10G7, p. 00-1-, § 1 i 10G7, Scpt. 7, Laws 1067, 
p. 3919, § 1; 1968, Sept. 6, Laws 1968, p. 280, § I, eff. July I, lOGD. 
3. Salaries of commissioners 

\Vhcre each of three colinty Jury com
missioners had been appointed, one each 
successive year, to tcrlll of office of 
three ~'ears and supplemental appropria
tion bill Increased lhelr s?Jaries as of 
start ,of fiscal veal' during which each 
jury commisslo'ner was serving some 

. part of his three-ycrtr tel'lll of orrice, the 
appropriation bill, as lo county jury COIll
missioners, violated statute providing 
that fees, salary or compensallon of no 
municipal offlcel' who is electe,1 or ap
pointed for definite term of office shall 
be increased or diminished dUl'ing stich 
term. Knll1 v. Kucharski, 1975, 31 III. 
App.3d 884, 335 N.E.2d 160. 

5. Selection of Jurors 
-Where JUI')' supervisor testified that 

no record was made ot racial heritage of 
prospecth'e juro"B, and that he did not 
determine who was summoner} for jury 
duty and when prospectiyc JUI'ors ar
rived, they were assigned numbers and 
corresPondlr~ numbers were placed in a 
barrel and n.ndomly selected until a ve
nire was composed, no di~crllllinlltion 
coult1 be found in such procel1ure. l'co
pie y, Powell, 1973, 53 Ill.2d 465, 292 ~;. 
B.2d 409. 

§ 25. l'replll'ntion of jury list-Revision 
The said COlllllliRSiollel'H upon ('ntel'ing II1>0n the dutic's of tlidl' nffirp, HlHI 

e\,('I'Y fOllt' YPHt'f; the I'paftel', :;hnll ]It'(']lal'l~ 11 Ii~t. of n\1 Ipg-al \·(It('rH of Pllt'll 

tOWJl ot' pt'ccinct of thc connty j)o>'>'('f;sillg- Ow nl'cpssary lpgal qualifica
tiOIl:; fot' jllt'y dllty, to III' ImowlI as tllp jury list. 'I'll!' list lila,\' h(' rp\'i~pd 
alld amPlI(led alllllHlliy ill the discrptioll of thp COlli 111 issj Oil !'I'S. All," rpcol'<1 
kept by the jury commissioners for ol'er 4 years may be dcstro~'cd at their 
discretioll. TIll' uame of cach perSOll Oil Raid J:.~t :-:hllll I", "ut!'l'l'tl ill a hook 
or books to he k('pl fOI' that IJIll'jlOSl', anel OPPOSil(' :<Ilicl nnlll(' >'hali ill' cntl'rcd 
his age IIml placl' of I'('si(lell{,(', g-iying HII'(,pt alllllllllllhl'l', if auy. 

,\Yhenercl' the JlalllC of a l('gal ,'otl'l' lipj)e:\rillg UI'(l1l lids jury lil't iH t !'HIlS
fe!'l'ed to the actin) jury list ill thl' IlUUlIlPt' )Irc~(,l'ih(~d h,v ~"eti()11 S of this 
Act,l the following' alltlitionnl illfol'lIIatioll shall h(' 1'('('OI'e1I't! nft!'l' till' liaBle of 
such voter; the age of such \'Oter, !Ii!; ot'pupation. if any, Wit('till'l' 01' !lot 11(' is 
fl householder l'('sitling with !IiI' family and w!letll(,I' or !lot h(' is a fI'Pl!holch·r. 
Anwnllecl by I'.A. 76-H.ilH, § 1, eff. Scpt. :lO, lfl7i; P .• \. RO--:!a~, § 1. ('ff. AIlg', 4, 
1077. 

1 ChaPt~r 78, § 31. 
Secilon 2 of P.A. 80-232, approved Aug, 

4,1977, provided: 
"This amendatory Act takes effect 

upon its becoming a Ittw." 
2. Construction and application 

Defendant who was resident of Chica
go was not denied right to he tried by 
jury of his peers by virtue of fact that 
jury which trIed defendant included 

Cook County resIdents not resldln,:;
within city. People v, Repk, 1971, 1~~ 
1Il.App.2d 356, 273 l\' .K2d ] 69. 

Use at subsequent gr:Lnd jurv of sup
plemcn tal list of grand jurors' not used 
in jury term wa!>. substantial compliance 
with this section preser iblng method of 
nreparation of jury list. People V • .Pe
iruso, ID6r., 35 1\\.2<1. 578, 221 N.E.2d 276. 

§ 26. Rooms-Appointment of clerk-Examination of electors 
'I'he said commissioners al'C cmpowercd to provi(lc a RllitalJle room or r00ll111 

ill which to transact thcir bll;:ines~, and to incur all other Il{'cessfll'y ('xpense~ 
which shall he paid by Wa1'l'llnts drnwn as provided in Sl'etioIl 0 of this Act,l 
and with the approl'al of liaid jll(lg-p,; or It majority th('l'pof to appoint It clerk 
and the requisite llumbcr of n!;~i;:tants. In counl.ip>; hal'illg- 1,000,000 or morl' 
inhabitants, the clcrk, if then' be one, :,:htlll Ile on dllty nt the room Ot· roOlllS 
or ;;aid commissioners each <lay cluring the !;l';;;;ioll of COUl't; if th('l'c be l10 
clcrlc, til('n onc, at lCflilt, of said C'Ollllllissiollcrs );hall, in Iii\(' III a Hlll'l', hI' pres
ent, if so jll'escl'ibcd by the rilles hercinafter lllclltionc(l. The l>aid jnry com
missioners shall also ha \'c powe!' to snmmon l'l('c{ol's to aPJl(,ltl' hefon' them 

"and to exatnine them touching their qualifications fo!' Jnl'Y i"el'vice; :1lIc\ each 
of saici commlssionel's and their clerk and assistants pro\'icJl'd for ill thi;; Act, 
are hereby empowered to administer all oaths or affirmati(llls rC(lnil'C'd in the 
alscharge of their official duties. Any Circuit Court of thiH state, in any 
county where this law is in forcc, or any jndge thel'cof, II)Jon application of 
any such jury commissioners may in the dise)'ctioll of the l'ollrt ('om))('\ the 
attendancc of clectors and the giving of testimony before I he ~aicl jllry COI11-

1 1 :-l 

mfssioners, hy attu('iuneut for {,Ol 

the production of evidence may h 
who having taken all oath 01' • 

swear or affirm willfully, {,OlTU' 

and upon conviction shal! he pili. 
Amended by P.A. 76-1003, § 1, erf. 

1 Chapter 78, § 29. 

§ 81. Activo jury llst-i'lIt" fl. 
ings--Other duties 

In such manner as lIlay he jll'NW 

of the said jllCig('s, thp Jury (,OUII)' 

(a) From time to tilllt' prl'pal'l' 
jllry list, containing- snch numi"'1 
not less than fl% of the nggl'P,.;al 
rules, and in addition thcreto, 1:'1 

lists, as the said rules may rl'qn' 
shall contain the names of )lI'O:-p. 

before or after being summon('(l « 

eouid most 'con\'e!lienti~' >;('1'\'('. 
names of persons ('ertific(l hlll'l. 
tioll 10 of this Act,1 thc pl'l'iorl j'; 
twentieth name, or other wlwli • 
required, or, in coullticH IHll'ilig ,I 
nCl' prcSCl'ihed hy the judge ill ('I, 
list which shall be arrangerl J'~ 
eount shall rlln cOlltinll()u~ly f 
prccinct; 

(b) Maiw the actil'e jllry IiH!. • 
fied back hy the clerk of the l'''f, 
period jury lists, available for II 
from by lot, as h('rl'illuftCl' 1'1"; , 

or lllcchani:-:Uls as thl' said rlllf'- ... 

(c) ~('e that at it'n~l 2 of tiH'i1' 
or the cirl'lIit ('ourt of tIll' ("" , 
alollg \\:it,lt till' ('lp)'Ic of ti)(\ },:\ •. 

(d) Pcrful'Ill sitch othcr cIlltit"'; 
jllry scrvicl' and theil' appelll'al,' 
act 01' may he \lr()~cI'ihl'd by till' , 
A!lIC'mll'cl hl' ][)()7, ::>1!Jlt. 7, La\\', 
S('pt. 30, InGO. 

1 Chapter 78, § 33. 

Supplementary Index to No\ 

Evidence 5 

3. Mode of drawing 
-Where Jury supen'lsor testlfl£'Cl 

no recof'd was made of rarial heriC:., 
\JI'ospectlve jurors. and thnl he d •• , 
detcrmine who was RlIl1lmOnecl fnf' 
duty and when IJrosPlJctiVl) juror:; 
l'iveu, Lhey were assigned nUJuht' . 
('orreSI)OncJin~ ntlrnbCl'R ,,'ere pine" . 
illt1'rel and "anllomly selected until ," 
nlre "'us composed, no dis~rilllill 
('auld be found in such jll'ocedure 
pie Y. Powell, 1973, 53 1II.2d 1U5, .' 
B.2d 409. 

Tn absence of any showing of impr 
influence, undue prejudi('e nr oth£'r , 
leI'S which might have caused trll 
to be improperly returned, refll~, 
Quash Indictment on ground that. g. 
jury had not been cho~en accordlr'~ 
law wa" proper. People v. Petru~r., 
35 111.2'.1 578, 221 N .E.2d 276. 
4. Racial discrimination 

Defendant who conter.t1cd thnl I-l' 
jurY which indicted him was lIIeg-al 
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PROPOSAL 

Juror Selection and Jury Management in DUPage County 

The juror selection and juror management system is under the direction and 
supervision of the Circuit Court Judges. The juror selection process 
becomes the specific responsibility of the Jury Commissioners and staff. 
Jury Commissioners, three in number, are appointed for three-year terms 
by the judges. The judges also elect a Chief Judge who, with his staff, 
is responsible for jury management and juror utilization. 

Jury Commission Activities 

1. Prepare a list of legal voters of each town or precinct of the county 
possessing the necessary legal qualifications for jury duty. 

2. Develop an Active List from the Source List. 
3. Develop a Qualified List from the Active List. 
4. Cooperate with the Clerk of the Court in the drawing of grand and 

petit jurors and prepare certified list of prospective jurors for 
the Clerk for each jury session. 

5. Receive and execute all requests for excuses or deferrments from 
prospective jurors as directed by the Chief Judge. 

6. Enroll prospective jurors at the beginning of each jury session. 
7. Verify attendance and mileage of each juror to the Clerk of the Circuit Court. 
8. Keep records as required by statute, rules of the court and good 

office management methods. 
9. Respond adequately to county budgetary and accounting procedures. 

Court Administration Activities 

1. Determine court needs for each jury session; the number of jurors 
to be summoned. 

2. Conduct jury orientation session. 
3. Supervise the juror pool lounge. 
4. Develop and manage an efficient and effective jury utilization program. 
5. Survey jurors· attitudes and assess the public·s image of the 

jury system. 
6. Keep records as required, collect additional data, and analyze all 

information in order to be most accountable to the use of both human 
resources and financial resources. 

7. Respond adequately to county budgetary and accounting procedures. 

The specific intent of this proposal is; 1) to consolidate, under one 
administrator, both the administrative and supervisory functions for 
jury-related activities; and, 2) to upgrade managerial capabilities within 
the jury system to better ensure continued community responsiveness and 
cost effectiveness. 
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SUPPLEMENT TO DU PAGE COUNTY'S PERSONNEL CLASSIFICATION PLAN 
FOR EXECUTIVE I 

JURY ADMINISTRATOR 

This is professional, administrative work involving responsibility for 
the implementation and administration of the DuPage County Jury System. 

This is an appointed position under the supervision and control of the 
Circuit Court Judges. 

Qualificiations: 

1. Knowledge, skills and abilities normally acquired through regular 
training curriculum, special courses or self-education and experience 
which is substantially equivalent to extensive professional and 
administrative experience and four years of under graduate school. 

2. Knowledge of the principles, applications and techniques of 
electronic data processing . 

. 3. Thorough knowledge of the functions, operations and practices of 
court functions and government. 

4. Knowledge of judicial procedures and rules of law pertaining to 
jury systems. 

5. Thorough knowledge of office management methods, practices and 
supervisory techniques. 

6. Ability to plan and direct the maintenance of complex, accurate 
court records and the preparation of a variety of legal and technical 
documents. 

7. Ability to organize, direct and coordinate the activities of a 
professional and clerical staff. 

8. Ability to maintain effective working relationships with circuit 
judges, state and local officials, attorneys, employees and the 
general public. 

9. Ability to formulate regulations in furtherance of the governing 
procedures for the selection and management of all grand and trial 
jurors in DuPage County. 

10. Ability to design forms, collect information, evaluate data and 
prepare written analytical reports for oral presentation. 

\ J 
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To accomplish these objectives, it is recommended that a new position 
of Jury Administrator be created within the jury system. 

The individual selected for this position should possess those general 
abilities, knowledges and qualifications required of an Executive II 
employed by the County, as well as the prerequisites enumerated on pages 3 and 4 
herein. Accordingly, the Jury Administrator, as a department head, should 
be compensated at a rate comparable to the Executive I position, grade 25, 
($14,706.00-$18,762.00 per Annum). 

PROPOSED 
ORGANIZATION AND STAFF DESIG~ 

FOR JURY SYSTEI1 

JURY 
C:l~'~ I SS I ON 

I 
I 
I JURY ADMINISTRATOR· _ __ J 

(Clerk of Jury Co~nission) 

JUROR SUPERVISOR (1) 

KEYPUNCH OPERATOR (1) 

CLERK TYPIST (2) 

_ Chief Judge's staff intervie\~s and screens candidates for position of 
J'lrY Administrator and makes recommendation to Jury Commissioners. 

_ Jury Commissioners select Jury Administrator; apDointment is confirmed 
by Circuit Judges. 

* Executive II, Grade 28, DuPage County Personnel Classification Plan 
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EXECUTIY;; I 

. 
GENERAL STATEMillT OF DUTIES: Assists a department head in the overall direction 
of a department; does related work as required. 

DISTINGUISHING FEATURES OF THE CLASS: An employee in this class acts as a line 
aoGistant to a d0partment head, organizing, planning, executing, controlling 
and evaluating the operation of a lin8 or staff program. Assists a higher level 
manager in an equivalent line or staff capacity. Positions in the Executive 
series are distinguished from those in the Administrative Assistant series 
because of their responsibility for line rather than staff activities. 

EXAMPLES OF WOR~: (Illustrative only) 

Implements policy for the total administrative process of a line or staff 
supportive program; 
Assists a higher level manager in an equivalent line or staff capa.city; 
Organizes the goals and objectives for the depart.ment i 
Directs management or research studies of the organization and administrative 
pro cedure s; 
Plans for the efficient utilization of a staff in the recorder's office, and in 
the microfilminG eli vi sion and other areas of the hl.ghway departmetlt; 
Confers with management on the integration of program function activities, the 
resolution of administrative pro~lems and improvements in programs; 
Performs the major controlling impact on the outputs of the program acti vi tiesj 
Assists in analyzing legislation pertaining to department to which assigned; 
Directs and plans short and long-range building maintenance, supply, volunteer 
and public relations pl'oerams for the Youth Home; 
Reviews performance standards wi th subordinates; 
Confers with other departments on related programs; 
Prepares a variety of reports and memorandaj 
Aligns program operations on an intra-departmental basis. 

REQY1RED KNOWLEDGES, Sf-ILLS AND ABILITIES: Good knowledge of local government; 
good knowlede;e of Fldministrntive practices and procedures; ability to assist in 
the development and management of a departmental programj ability to analyze 
administrative problems and adopt an effectiVe course of actionj ability to 
develop, install and evaluate new and revised methods, procedures and performance 
standards; abili ty to exercise judgment and discretion in developing, imple
menting and interpreting departmental policiP6 and procedures; ability to 
estimate and budget for futUre needs and cost of personnel, space, equipment, 
supplies and services; ability to develop and maintain cooperative working 
relationships; good physical condition. 

ACCEPI'ABLE EXPERIENCE AND TRAINING: Some experience in a management or adminiE;!- . 
tra ti ve capad ty and graduation from a college or uni versi ty of recognized 
standing preferably wi th course work in business or public administration; or 
any equivalent combination of experience and training which pro'rides the required 
knowledgss, skills and abilitieo. 
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F-2 

JUROR USAGE 

PRELIMINARY REQUEST FOR PANEL OF JURORS 

SUMMARY SHEET - WEEK OF 

-.-,...." 
MON TUES VmDS THURS FRI 

JUDGE ~1 PM AM PM AM PH AM PM AM PM 

I. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

II. 

12. 

13. 

14. 

15. 

TOTAL 

TOTAL FOR THE DAY 

1. 0 - circle if panel is provided 

2. X - check if cancelled 

3. 0 - box to show panels requested during week, 
but not anticipated on previous Friday 

Please file this report with Court Administrator 
at the end of the week. 

121 



DAILY JURY POOL STATUS AND TRANSACTIONS 

DATE: ______ _ TOTAL IN SERVICE: _______ _ 

. ' 

No. in Running totals . 
trans- with adjustments for 

Time Panel Judge Transaction action each transaction 
No. No. in No. in voir 

Pool dire & trial 

TRIALS CONTINUING 0 JURORS REQUESTED TO CALL AFTER 5:00 P.M. 

1. Judge ON DATE: 19 and 19 --2. Judge 1. 11. 21. 31. 41. o· 

3. Judge 2. - - - - -12. 22. 32. 42. 
~. Judge 3. - - - - -13. 23. 33. 43. . 
5. Judge 4. - - - - -14. 24. 34. 44. 
6. Judge 5. - - - - 45. -15. 25. 35. 
7. Judge 6. - - - - 46. -16. 26. 36. 
8. Judge 7. - - - - -17. 27. 37. 47. 
9. Judge B. - - - - -lB. 2B. 3B. 4B. 

110:' Judge 9. - 19.- - - 49. -29. 39. 
10. - - - - I 20. 30. 40. 50. - - -
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F-5 

THE EIGHTEENTH JUDICIAL CIRCUIT 
DU PAGE COUNTY, ILLINOIS 

JURY PANEL UTILIZATION DATA FORM 

• 

Case Number ----- Judge 0 Ci vi 1 0 Felony 0 t~i sdemeanor 

EVENTS: DATE TIME 

, Preliminary request for panel am 
[Jm 

• Final request for panel am INTERVAL 
pm (minutes) 

• Panel arrived in courtroom am 
pm 

• Voir dire started am 
2 m 

, Voir dire ended am 
2 m 

• Trial started am 
pm -

• Panel returned unused am 
J)m 

• Trial ended - Jury verdict am 
pm 

• Trial ended - Jury used am 
Rm 

But caSt: disposed of before jury verdict: o Disqualified OMistrial OSettlement 

PANEL NOT USED: 

o Settl em~nt 0 Case Di smi ssed 0 Pl ea CJ Other -----------------------
PANEL SELECTION: 

r 
Total size 
of panel 
furnished 

= L-__ _ I + '--__ -.Jl + 

Size of jury Challenges 
& alternates for cause 

all owed 

Peremptory 
cha 11 enges 
exercised 

Jurors not 
sworn or 
cha 11 enged 

Prepared by __________________ Return to Room 101 
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-
Fonn No. Entry 
(OptionaJ) Number 

Number of 
Entries 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

F-6 

JURY POOL RESPONSE TIME ANALYSIS FORM 

Interval (minutes) 
"Panel Requested" to 

"Panel Arrived in 
Courtroom" 

-

Total ___ _ 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form provides a simple tally and 
computation sheet for measuring the 
responsiveness of the jury pool system 
in delivering panels to courtrooms 
after they are requested. 

The results of the analysis tells the judges 
how far in advance of actual need they 
should make their requests for panels. 

To use: 

(I) Enter interval data from the "Jury 
Panel Utilization Data Forms". 

(2) Add the intervals. 

(3) Divide by number of entries. 

(4) Circle the longest and shortest 
intervals to obtain the range. 

total __ 

number of 
entries __ 

125 

= average response tirne __ _ 



Form No. Entry 
(Optional) Number 

Number of 
Entries 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

F-7 

IDLE PANEL IN COURTROOM ANALYSIS FORM 

Interval (minutes) 
"Panel Arrived" to 
"Voir Dire Started" 

Total ___ _ 

126 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This form provides a single method for 
reducing data showing how long jurors 
wait in the courtroom for voir dire to 
begin. 

Its results show whether judges are making 
good and efficient use of jurors drawn from 
the pool or, conversely, are placing "artificial" 
demands on the pool by calling panels too 
early. 

To use: 

(1) Enter interval data from the "Jury 
Panel Utilization Data Forms". 

(2) Add the intervals. 

(3) Divide by number of entries. 

(4) Circle the longest and shortest 
intervals to obtain the range. 

total 

number of 
entries 

average idle time __ _ 

• 
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F-9 

JURy PANEL UTIUZATION DATA REDUcnON FORM 

Data Form Number Total Size of I JUJ'Onl Not Sworn I Joron 
- :::: Actually Needed 

(optional) Panel FlIJ'llhbed or CbalJenged for Voir Dire 

-

rv • T 

"-
6-n 

12-n 

To 

128 



PETIT JURORS USED 
• 

I~F_O_~ __ M_O_~_T_H_O_F __________ ~I_Y_E_A_R __________ ~ 

DATE 
(record daily) 

MONTHLY 
TOT~LS 

A 

JURIES 
IN TRIAL 

6-man 12-man 

-man sotal )( 0,5 = 

I 

_-man total 

Total Trial Days 
(weighted) 

Juror Days Available. 

Total Trial Days 

Total 
Available 
To Serve 

B 

Juror Days 
Available 

NUMBER OF JURORS 

Served Challenged 
on Trial And Not 

Juries Reached 

C D 

D JUROR 
USAGE 
INDEX 

F-,lO 

PLACE OF HOLDING COURT 

Not 
Used 

E 
1 

. 00 

F (optional) 

I n this space each court may record such facts about daily juror sit, 
uations as it finds helpful for later usage analysis {e.g., number of juron 
requested by each judge vs, number actually ured, times when sarna 
juror Gerves on more than one trial on given day, identity of capital 
offense cases, etd. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

1 Column S, minus Column C, minus Column Of ·squals Column E. 

2 Column A-show the number of separate jury trials In process, 
whethor or not tho trial Is completed that day Also If two trial. 
occur 1n same courtroom within the day count the$8 BS two. 

:3 Column B-show tot. I number reporting •• available to serve, whathe' 
'or not put on a panel or a jury. Exclude any excused Jurors It they 
were not paid an attendance fee. 

4 Column C-show number serving any part of the day a. sworn jurors 
for anv specific ca.e trial, evon If CBse settle. before evidence Is 
Introduced. 

5 Column D-show number chellenged and not reachod during voir dire 
for anv trial service that day. Persons challenged In ana trlel but 
u.ed In another are counted In Column C. 

6 Column E-show Juror. neither challenged nor sworn for any .peclflc 
trial . 



F-ll 

PANEL REQUEST FORM 

Date _______ _ 

-"'". & 

CIVIL CRIMINAL 

Panel Not Used Panel Not Used 
Because of Because of 

-g -g -g 1l 
"C ::- i ::-

~ 51 'n; ~ 'n; 
Ql II) 3 Ql II) $: ::J 1l ... 'f -g ::J 1l 'f -g 0'> e (ij Reason 0'> (ij 

JUDGES 
Ql co II) Ql ,!!.! 'C ::J Ql co II) II) 'C ::J Reason 
0:0 :J E 0 l- e Continued 0:0 :J 0 l- e Continued ~ ... ~ 

Ql 'P - ... ~ 'P 
B Ql ~ Ql 0 51 > e,Q e VI c e co .... e 

0 
e,_ Ql co .... co Ql co ::J co .... co co ::l 0 

Cl..Cl.. Cl.. en U -, U Cl..Cl.. 0- il: u -, u 
.. 

, .. 
-

i 
., -

TOTALS 
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F-12 

JURY SERVICE EXIT QUESTIONNAIRE 

Your answers to the following questions will help improve jury service. All responses llre 
voluntary and confidential. 

1. Approximately how many hours did you spend at the courthouse? 

2. Of these hours in the courthouse, what percent was spent in the jury waiting room? 

3. How many times were you chosen to report to a courtroom for the jury selection process? __ 

4. How many times were you actually selected to be a juror? ----

5. Have you ever served on jury duty before? ~ _____ How many times? ___ _ 

6. How would you rate the following factors? (Answer all) 

Good Adequate Poor 

A. Initial orientation . ................. 0 0 0 
B. Treatment by court personnel . ....... 0 0 0 
C. Physical comforts .................. 0 0 0 
D. Personal safety . ....... , ........... 0 0 0 
E. Parking facilities ................... 0 0 0 
F. Eating facilities . . . . . . . . . . .. ~ . . . . . . 0 0 0 
G. Scheduling of your time ............. 0 0 0 

7. Did you lose income as a result of jury service? DYes 

ONo 

8. After having served, what is your impression of jury service? (Answer one) 

A. The same as before - favorable? 0 
B. The same as before -- unfavorable? 0 
C. More favorable than before? 0 
D. Less favorable than before? 0 

9. In what ways do you think jury service can be improved? 

The following information will help evaluate the results and responses to this questionnaire: 

10. Age: 

11. Sex: 

18·20 
o 

21·24 
o 

o Female 

o Male 

25·34 
o 

35·44 45·54 
o o 
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55·64 
o 

65·over 
o 






